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Alexander, faculty meet halfway
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
Dr. Kern Alexander sympathized with the Murray State
University faculty Saturday.
"He said based on the information we had been given, he would
have voted with us," said Dr. Ken
Carstens, a member of the Faculty Senate executive committee.
Carstens was referring to the
Senate vote Thursday opposing
Alexander's selection as the university's next president.
Alexander met privately with
the executive committee Saturday
following a press conference.
MSU's board of regents voted
7 to 2 Friday to hire Alexander
after meeting in closed session
with the faculty senate's executive committee, staff representatives and the deans.
Upon Alexander's arrival for
Wechtesday's campus visit, the
executive committee sent a memo
to the regents indicating that Alexander was unacceptable as a
candidate. On Thursday, the
memo was unanimously endorsed
by the full faculty senate.
"I'd not be honest if I didn't
say I am very much disappointed
GINA HANCCCK/Ledger I Times photo

Dr. Kern Alexander fields questions from the regional media Saturday
morning.

III See Page 2

Grand jury still
1 hearing testimony
Stan

EARTH ED 101

9. Following a March 15 preliminary hearing in District Court,
the case was sent to the grand
jury.
The victim, an 18-year-old
fr.:shman, at Murray State, testi- _t
fied during thc hearing that she
was invited to a room in Hart
Hall, an all-male dormitory, by
Stephens.
She said Stephens- threatened
to hurt her if she did not perform
oral sex on his friends. The
woman said five of the men
entered the bathroom, where she
said she was locked inside, and
she performed oral sex.
At one point, she said Broady
raped her. The woman was
treated and released at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital, where she also underwent a
rape test.
Since the incident, Broady has
also been tested.
Court officials did not indicate
when the grand jury would
announce whether the individuals
are indicted.
Other indictments were
released Friday including:
*Thomas Lowe, second-degree
burglary and- theft under $300.
'William David Flora — two
counts of second-degree criminal
possession of a forged
instrument.
*Donnie Ray Keel — flagrant

By STACEY CROOK
Writer

GINA HANCOCK/leaser & imes

Faculty Senate Vice President Jim Rudolph, left, shakes hands with Dr. Kern Alexander Saturday before their
meeting.

Testimony before a Calloway
County grand jury in the sexual
assault case involving six Murray
State University students,- will.
continue this week, according to
Commonwealth's Attorney Mike
Ward.
The grand jury wias scheduled
to announce Friday whether the
case, including rape and sodomy
charges, will be sent to Circuit
Court.
However, Judge David Buckingham told the jurors to return
Wednesday to conclude the hearing. Grand jury testimony is
confidential.
The following individuals have
been charged in connection with
the March 8 incident:
'Antonio Stephens, 20, of
Louisville — kidnapping, conspiracy to commit sodomy and conspiracy to commit rape.
*John Pius, 18, of Louisville
— one count of sodomy.
*Norman Mason, 19, of Paducah — one count of sodomy.
*Allen Johnson, 20, of Conway, S.C. — two counts of
sodomy.
*Stu Broady, 20, of Paducah
— one count of sodomy and one
count of rape.
*Chianti Woodlee, 18, of
Louisville — one count of
sodomy.
The men were arrested March • See Page 2

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
4esterri Kentucky man is recovering from having his entire scalp
ripped off and then reattached.
Tommy Gordon, 37, was working on a running truck engine
Tuesday when his shoulderlength hair became entangled in
it. The engine tore his scalp off,
along with his eyebrows and an
Car.

Gordon was flown 170' miles
from Benton to the University of
Louisville Hospital, where doctors operated for 14 hours to reattach the scalp.
Benton 'police Sgt. Chris Evans
recovered the scalp and packed it
in ice to preserve the blood
vessels.
Evans said the severed scalp
was in one piece "like a mask
with hair that you'd get at WalMart for Halloween."
Gordon said he thought he was
going to die when he looked in
the truck mirror and saw what
had happened.

GINA HANCOCK/Ledger I Times photo

John Parker, left, listens to an explanation from Jon Payne on how a
wastewater treatment system worts Saturday during Earth Day
events at Central Plaza. Payne is a member of the Peoples Environmental Awareness Klub at Murray State.

Admitted Nazi camp guard leaves
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
retired tailor who admitted serving as an armed guard at a Nazi
concentration camp during World
War II has left the United States
for good, the Justice Department
announced today.
Mathias Denuel, 74, a German
citizen who had retired to Naples,
Fla., left the United States Friday

night from Miami International
Airport en route to permanent
residence in Germany, according
to the department's Office of
Special Investigations, which
hunts Nazis in this country.
The office said Denuel, who
lived and worked as a tailor in
Philadelphia after arriving in this
country in the mid-1950s, signed

MEETINGS'

Benton man's
scalp reattached

an agreement with the govern- duct rendered him deportable.
From July 1943 until May
ment not to return to this country
1945, he was a member of the
and admitting his Nazi war
Nazi Waffen-SS and served from
service.
August 1943 to April 1945 as a
The government said he was an
member of its Death's Head Batarmed SS guard at the Gusen
guarding prisoners at the
largest
talion
the
Camp,
Concentration
Gusen camp, the government said
subcamp of the Mauthausen Concentration Camp system in Naziannexed Austria, where his con- • See Page 2

SPORTS

NOTICE

Christopher in
London for talks
will meet the condition set by the
LONDON (AP) — With Serb
Muslims for peace talks with
ultimaNATO
a
by
muffled
guns
tum, Secretary of State Warren their tormentors, but a big quesChristopher flew here today to tion mark hands over the Serbs,
who had hoped to improve their
plot a new diplomatic initiative
,position by seizing
bargaining
forewith the British and French
ign ministers to try to end the additional Muslim territory.
Russia is sending Deputy Forewar in Bosnia.
Christopher's talks with Bri- ign Minister Vitaly Churkin here
tain's Douglas Hurd and France's to work with Charles E. Redman,
Alain Juppc aims at inducing the the top U.S. negotiator for BosniSerbs to fulfill their pledge to a. Christopher will meet in Geneva on Tuesday with Russian
negotiate a settlement with the
Muslim-led government. Christo- Foreign Minsitcr Andrei
Kozyrev.
pher also was to meet with Prime
Russian President Boris YellMajor.
John
Minister
'Fiarcing the Serbs to withdraw
from the outskirts of Gorazde • See Page 2
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CONTENTS

IM Southwest Elementary Site Based
Council will meet Tuesday at 5 30 p m
at the school
• Murray City Council will meet
Thursday at 730 pm in the council
chambers at city hall

• The Cincinnati Bengals used the top
pick in Sunday's NFL draft to claim Ohio
State 315 pound lineman Dan 'Big Daddy' Wilkinson The draft focused on play
ers who can play immediately for their
new teams, especially on defense

Page 8
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•Elections for two parent positions on
Calloway County High School's SiltBaud Council will be at 7 p m Tuesday in the cafeteria All parents are
encouraged to attend

"I could have Just been a st.itistic," Gordon said. "I though' I
was gone."
The University of Louisvi11:
Hospital has a team of doctors
who specialize in microvascidar
surgery.
Dr. John Derr, a plastic and
reconstructive surgeon, said tIr..
team often operates on peopir
who have had a section of th,.ir
scalp cut off.
But he said he has never seen a
case where the entire, scalp was
torn off.
To reroute the blood suppl
around severely damaged ves,.L1,
Derr's team stripped a vein twill
Gordon's right leg and grafted r
in three sectionS onto the sid:
his head.
They also stitched ,Gordon's
eyebrows back on and repaired
his car.
Derr said he thinks Gordon's
recovery chances arc "at nearly
100 percent success, which is
uncommon."
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Please exchange your old Scientific Atlanta Equipment
NOW to prevent an interruption in your service.

time, the faculty senate and I will
have a chance to meet to discuss
issues they are confronted with.
feel they can be ironed out and
quickly resolved."
"Healing" and "constructive"
were the words France used to
describe the meeting.
"He gave us every indication
that he will continue this chalouge and that we will meet on a
regular basis," she said.
Several local business leaders
attended the press conference
including Pete Waldrop who congratulated Alexander for his decision to come to Murray State.
"Everyone I have talked to is
proud that you've decided to
make Murray your home," he
said.
Regent Sid Easley, who served
as vice chairman of the search
committee, said he is proud of
the job done by the committee.
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FROM PAGE 1
And concerned with the posiuon
taken b) the faculty senate," Alesander told reporters at Saturday's news conference.
Alexander said the faculty does
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not know him very well
"I think they are acung without
information I feel will certainly
change their atutudes toward me
if they had the facts," he said.
'I'm sure within a shun period of
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How long Is a lease contract?

DID YOU KNOW...

Autornobie leases are written to cover a specific nurnber of
moiths (as in purchase finance contracts) usually 24. 36 or 48
months

For many individuals and companies, the acquisition of cars and
trucks through leasing offers significant advantages over purchasing the same vehicles Leasing allows the retention of capital for
more productive use or investment, assures accurate tax records.
and cuts administrative burdens plus'shopping'time And in many
cases. leasing actually results in lower monthly payments
These are some of the reasons why most company fleet cars are
now leased They're also the reasons why more and more
individuals lease thee personal cars every year and why you
might want to consider leasing this year The follOW,ng will give you
quick answers to basic questions you might have about the leasing
concept.

How ars leased vehicles billed?
Namely per month by Invoicie or payment coupon

Can a lease be cancelled and the vehicle turned
in prior to expiration ol the contract?
Yes—however, most lease contracts have 'premature termination' provisions which determine any additional COES

What types of leases are there?
Although terminology may vary, leases fall into two basic
categories open- and dosed-end
Under an open-end contract. the company or individual leasing
the vehicle assumes all responsibility for any difference, plus or
minus, between the depredated value and the market value at lease end
Under a closed-end lease. the leasing dealerrcompany assumes
this responsibility We recommend a closed-end lease

Isn't Insert, mainly for big business?
No Individuals and small fleets can enjoy the same advantages
that make it smart for large flews to lease Leasing may provide
-low monthly rates. -the opportunity for a minimal down payment.
-s.rnpiified expense records foe tax purposes.or -availability of cash
that would otherwise be bed up in a car or truck

Where are leased vehicles serviced?
Local dealerlessors generally provide service at their own
dealerships

Why do companies slier lease vehicles to their
employees rather than pay mileage allowances
for the use le personal vehicles?

It depends on the kind of vehicle(s) you want and the equipment
you desire. Also, on the type and length of lease and anticipated
mileage The only way to get dollar and cents answer is to discuss
you' sPoofIC requirements with a repute bre leasing representative
and let him develop an actual rate for you

tot

and paid directly by the
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•Nazi...
FROM PAGE 1
he admitted.
In an earlier sworn interview,
he acknowledged guarding a
transport of prisoners from a concentration c/rnp in southern
Poland to Mauthausen, the government said.
The special investigations
office said there is abundant evidence of atrocities committed
against thousands of civilians at
Guscn during the time Denuel
served there.
An ethnic German born in
Romania in 1920, Denuel
obtained German citizenship in
1953. He immigrated to the
United States in 1955 under the
Refugee Relief Act, but remained
a German national.
The special investigations
office has stripped 48 Nazis of
U.S. citizenship and 42 have been
removed from the United States
since the office was opened in
1979. There are nearly 400 people still under investigation.

•London...
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Cafeteria Style

Includes

Only

"Your choice of one meat
•2 vegetables or casseroles
'Dinner roll or corn bread
'Drink

$390

(Salad and Dessert Extra.)

$ 52 50

TOTAL
EA MO

S381.88

On a related front, Christopher
is confident the United Nations
will support any decision by the
NATO commander, Lt. Gen, Sir
Michael Rose, to bomb the Serbs
if they violate ultimatums to stop
fighting, withdraw and turn over
their heavy weapons.

tax

SPECIAL SERVED TUES.-SAT. 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Dinner Buffet Open 4-8 p.m.
Closed Sundays and Mondays

F

Gifts, Cards,Fish &
622 South 4th Murray, Ky. 7694613
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FROM PAGE 1
sin has proposed a summit of the
United States, Russia, the European Union and the United
Nations, but a senior U.S. official
said the idea is still premature.
''The United States won't be
ready to move on a summit until
we have a better idea what the
Serbs are up to," said the official, speaking on condition of
anonymity.

e55enbetufi
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beCpa
s able to offer quality leasing service at very competitive
monthly rates

TITLE L IC

Hwy. 641 North • Murray, KY • 753-6448

,
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For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray

Can's Chrysler, Plymouth, Dodge, Jeep. Eagle is Continually
updating their leasing skills through training sessions and educational materials sponsored by Chrysler Motors Fleet Operations
The Leasing Professional is well-Qualified to analyze your specific
transportation requirements Complete leasing service can usually

lessee

••••

Call 753-4563

Why should you consider leasing from Cahn?

How about btsruance, taxes and licensing?
rt,ese costs are the lessee's resoonstility and can be included
,ease rate or arranged

-Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Most leasing dealers,companies will buy them from you or use
them as trade-ms to reduce your lease obligation

Yes. there we usually mileage limitations One of the factors that
determines a lease rate is anticipated mileage Should the
Predetermined limitation be exceeded, resale value will probably
be less than estimated, and a mileage cost penalty would normally
be induded Mileage Irritations Can be set to meet your re,
q,,ifertlentS

in the

SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT
April 21
'Deputies recovered approximately $10,000 worth of stolen
merchandise following a tip. Sheriff Stan Scott said his office
received information indicating three teens were involved in
the theft of fishing equipment from boats parked at Cypress
Springs and Cypress Bay resorts. Scott said the thefts actually occurred in Tennessee, but the merchandise was recovered
in Calloway County. Those facing charges of theft by unlawful
taking over $300 and receiving stolen property are: Scott
Adams, 18, Rt. 1 Farmington; Jackie Parker, 18, Rt. 7 Mayfield; and Toby Kimbro, 18, Rt. 7 Murray. Scott said most of
the equipment reportedly stolen has been recovered. The
Henry County, Tenn. Sheriff's Department assisted
April 22
•Calloway County Sheriff Stan Scott is warning residents in
and around Hazel to be cautious of a possible scam Recent
reports indicate a black female in her late 20s who is approximately 5-4 with medium build came into the home of an elderly woman and stole money from the woman's purse. The
woman may be driving a blue car with a Tennessee license
plate. Scott said residents should be careful when allowing
strangers into their homes. He said anyone who may tit this
description, or other suspicious persons, should be reported
immediately to the Calloway County Sheriff's Department.

s)we
What can be done with the car(s)and truck(s)
now awn, should we decide to lease?

Ara her. udisage limitations on leased vehicles?

C

REPORTS

Jr. following are the most significant reasons -it eliminates the
automobile as a prerequisite for employment, lotting a company
hire the right person rather than the nght Car, 'it provides more
equitable reimbursement. 'it releases employees from the burden
of shopping, financing, and replacing vehicles at their own
assures late-model,
expense-probably on company time,
dependable transportation which contributes to the company
image -it allows standardization of equipment through control of
the age and type of vehicle used, -it can become a highly tangible
fringe benefit, depending on company policy regulating use, -it
reduces the possibil.ty of inadequate insurance coverage

What does it cost to lease?

Npi

'Kenneth French — flagrant and third-offense driving under
the influence.
non-support.
'Jimmy L. Scott — third'Bobby
—
Byars
third-offense
flagrant
driving on a suspended license 4 offense dnving on a suspended
- license.
The grand jury has not voted
on a case against Harlan L.
Dcines, the man charged with
second-degree manslaughter in
connection with the death of
MURRAY POLICE
77-year-old Mann L. Winkowski.
April 21
Deines, who was driving a
'Terry L. Cope, 25, Rt. 2 Murray, was arrested and charged
1966 Ford pickup March 7,
wtih fourth-degree assault and contempt of court following a
allegedly hit Winkowski, who
domestic dispute.
was crossing Main Street on foot.
April 22
He died approximately VA
'One man was seriously injured in a vehicleimotorcycle
hours after the 9 p.m. accident.
accident at approximately 3 p.m. According to Murray police
Deines, was also charged with
officer Steve Robinson, James Bodnar, 18, of Oakhill Drive
driving under the influence and
was traveling south on Broach Street when he apparently failhaving no insurance.
ed to stop at the stop sign at the intersection of Broach and
In other action, the grand jury
Miller streets. Bodnar's vehicle struck the left side of a motordid not indict the following
cycle driven by Toby Smith, 23, of Miller Street, who was
individuals:
traveling east on Broach. Smith was thrown approximately 30
'William T. Parrish, who was
feet from the motorcycle and came to rest in a yard on the
charged with fourth-offense driv1600 block of Miller Street: He was transported to the Murraying under the influence.
Calloway County Hospital by ambulance for treatment of a
'Billy Waid Roberts, who was
severe leg injury. Bodnar and a passenger, Charlie Harrell,
charged with first-degree rape,
were not injured. The Murray Fire Department assisted ambufirst-degree sodomy and firstlance personnel.
degree sexual abuse.
'Daniel B. Dietrich, 20, Paducah, was charged with theft
•Tammy Smith, who was
after he allegedly consumed a can of cheese at Kroger and
charged with first-degree sexual
then hid the container.
abuse.
'Police responded to a disturbance at 1511 Main at 1242
'John Wayne Dowdy, who was
a.m. Reports indicate that William Embry of Northwood Drive
charged with first-degree criminal
was injured in an altercation between Lambda Chi Alpha and
abuse and terroristic threatening.
Alpha Tau Omega fraternities

Closed-end lease contracts prowde for 'normal wear and tear'
for damage above and beyond this, the repair obligation is the
lessee's

A,1 makes and models with all available ecuoment or options
However . a good leasing Clealer,company will otter advice as to the
most practical vehiclers) for your needs

k I
'in

FROM PAGE 1
non-support
'Richard L West
non-support

lithe vehicle is damaged,what is the obligation?

What kind of vehicles can be leased?

Al
At

i

Under a typical open- Of closed-end lease contract,the company
Or individual lessee has the same responsibilities as•purchaser,
including full responsibikty for all non-warranty repairs and service
on the vehicle it leases

empioyed in thii company's principle husiness. -to convert fleet
vehicides from capital items to expense items, thereby removing
/14im from the balance sheet and increasing net worth as well as
borrowing power. -to cut the paperwork and administrative
expenses involved in fleet ownership. -to get out of the used car
business. -to enhance the company image with late-model
vehicles. -to move fleet management responsibility out of the
company and ,nto the hands of spedaliStS
What are the tax considerations'
,
Remember That tax laws change from time to time and it is
advisabie to discuss this Question with your accountant or tax
advisor
However the current changes in the tax laws (i e 'the reduction
of •nterest and sales tax deductions and the extension of
depreciation tables) have generally made leas,ng more favorable

short of what is expected.
"We can all work together to
make the university an even better one than it is today," he said.
Alexander has already been
given a thick folder of informauon and he said he anticipates
several more.
"I'm going to do a lot of listening." he said. "I don't know Murray as I should to be making
decisions. It will take considerable study."
Alexander, who is currently a
university distinguished professor
at Virginia Tech, will begin his
duties at MSU July I.
Managing Editor Gina Hancock also contributed to this
story.

511

What about service en leased vehicles?

Why do large companies lease?
most frequently -to turn fixed assets into working capital to be

r

$5700

Mailed in Calloway Co. BirnIOn,
Hardin. Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington, Ky and to Pans, Buchanan and
Puryear, Tenn By mat to other deshnacos. price is $64 50 per year

307 S. 8th St.
Murray, KY

s

$2850

1 YR. $57.00

BY MAIL

Trevathan
Urology Clinic

accountable for their funds
He has also been criticized for
hiring 12 administrators without
publicly posting the jobs, deciding to move Robert Penn Warren's boyhood home from
Guthrie to Bowling Green without asking Warren what he
thought of the idea and
announcement of an expanded
community college program at
Glasgow.
Alexander said he will do all in
his power to move MSU forward.
"I feel elation because of being
associated with such a grand
institution because I know the
president plays an important
role," he said. "Anxiety is ever
present because I fear falling

•Grand jury...

Whitneil Dr
Murray, KY 42071

Saturdays 8 a m -5 p m.

ri. 8 a m -6 p

Mon

"Dr. Alexander has the background to unify us and the qualiLIes to lead us," Easley said. "We
could find no better candidate
and decided to look no further."
Alexander's tenure as president
of Western Kentucky University
garnered much debate among
campus groups.
While at WKU, he had difficulties with the student media
when he proposed replacing the
student editors with faculty editors. Several faculty members
claimed it was a free press issue.
Also, he proposed a controversial change in the accounting system for WKU's auxiliaries, which
would require the student newspaper and yearbook to be held
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More killed as blasts rock Johannesburg
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at three black taxi stands today,
killing at least 10 more people
and wounding 36 in a terrorist
spree aimed at disrupting this
week's historic all-race election.
The bombings came a day after
a car bomb attack killed nine
people near the headquarters of
the African National Congress in
downtown Johannesburg.
The ANC is expected to win
the election, the first to include
the black majority. Right-wing
white extremists opposed to black
majority rule have threatened
drastic action before voting

"The possibility is very strong
that this was linked to yesterday's blast." be told reporters.
Bomb blasts also occurred at a
taxi stand in Randfontein, west of
Johannesburg. and a couple of
hours later at a taxi stand near
Westonaria, also to the west, but
caused no casualties. Police were
investigating links between those
two attacks.
The force of the blast at Germiston flung election posters and
at least one vehicle into trees,
blew out windows of nearby
hanks, and wrecked about 20

we expect more to coma."
A taxi owner. Pairick Sikhosde. said two of his dime taxis
were damaged and is driven
were missing. He also feared for
youths paid to watch the parked
vans. anti the women who sell
grilled corn and porridge from
nearby food stands.
Shielded by a building where
be was taking a break Sikboade
said he ran to the street to see "a
lot of people all lying down.
Others were in pieces. You can't
see their faces. That shop in the
corner, no one in that shop

mind. Police Col. Steve Senekal
said. He told Johannesburg Radio
702 it was "a certainty" the
bomb was set by an expert.
No one claimed responsibility,
but suspicions centered on white
extremists, the last holdouts to
the election ending Thursday.
Police offered $300,000 for information leading to the attackers.
Most right-wing whites have
extensive training in weapons and
explosives from their time as
conscripts in the army and from
working with the extremist
groups to which many claim

'

•

The attacks renewed fears of
violence during the election,
Police Capt. Wikus Weber said
today's casualties were inflicted
in central Germiston, cast of
Johannesburg. by the detonation
of an estimated 220 pounds. of
explosives planted in a trailer

by black commuters. Police lay a
row of suctchers on the ground,
and ambulances screamed to
nearby hospitals,
"This bomb was to scare away
the voters." said Izzy Naigi, a
spokesman for an ANC-aligned
trade union group'that has offices
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There were at least eight other
smaller explosions elsewhere in
the country since Saturday,
according to the South African
Press Association. The targets
were polling stations, town hills
and electrical pylons. No injuries
were 'reported,

At least one man claimed to
have seen a white man running
from the car shortly before it
exploded, ANC official Tokyo
Sexwale said.
The militant right-wing Afrikaner Resistance Movement
denied involvement.

Nixon's re-appearance into public life remembered
HYDEN, Ky. (AP) — When
Richard Nixon re-entered public
life after his fall from power, he
chose this southeastern Kentucky
town where support for the former president never wavered
despite the Watergate scandal.
Nearly four years after resigning as president, Nixon was
invited in 1978 to help dedicate
Leslie County's new community
center on the Fourth of July. It
marked his first public appearance since being driven from
office.
"I felt, and others agreed with
me, that he was sort of down and
out then, and the whole world
was down on him, and we wanted
to do something to see if we
could perk him up,— recalled former Leslie County Judge Executive C. Allen Muncy, who
issued the invitation.
"Of course, I had always liked
Nixon anyway. He ended the
Vietnam War. He opened the
road to China. He was one of our
sharpest presidents in the area of
foreign -policy."
Muncy and many other Leslie
County residents considered
Watergate more an unfortunate
misstep than a shocking scandal.
- "I think people at that time

AP plapt0

President Nixon boards a helicopter after his 1974 resignation.
were of the opinion that, he basically hadn't done anything that
most other presidents hadn't
done," county Clerk James Lewis said. ''He just got caught at
it.

Nixon and his entourage.
including his physician and several Secret Service agents, were_
Muncy, a Republican, wrote
lodged in the Appalachian Motel
Nixon in spring 1978, inviting
in downtown Hyden. Hordes of
him to Leslie County. A short
time later, then-U.S. Rep. Tim _ people — reporters, Nixon loyal-
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ists and curiosity-seekers —
poured into Hyden, intent on witnessing Nixon's re-emergence.
"It was joyous, jubilant."
Lewis said. "The biggest thing
that had ever hit Leslie County,
before or since.
Former state Rep. Randy
Moore of Hyden remembers the
heat inside the community center
when Nixon spoke.
"The outside air temperature
was 100-plus degrees," Moore
said. "Mr. Nixon was scheduled
to speak 18 minutes, but he got
such a reception he wound up
speaking for 45 minutes, and his
suit was totally drenched with
sweat."
Before he left, the former president asked Muncy if there was
anything he could do for him,
Muncy recalled. "I asked him if
he would write me a letter, in his
own hand, after he had time to
think about this.
"I've still got the letter,"
Muncy said. "It was one page,
about how much he had appreciated everything and how much
it has helped his wife, Pat, and
had boosted her spirits more than
all the medicine she was taking."
For the next two years, Nixon
called him on the anniversary of
the trip, Muncy said.
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Lee Carter called Muncy and
gave him Nixon's home telephone number in San Clemente.
Calif.
"On the phone, Nixon said he
was looking forward to coming
and appreciated the fact that we'd
asked him," Muncy said. "When
I hung,up, I felt real good — and
I. was glad that he felt good."
The county borrowed a coal
operator's jet and picked up Nixon in Chicago. Muncy and Carter
borrowed a limousine from a car
dealer and met the former president at the London, Ky., airport.
During the hourlong drive to
Hyden, Muncy said Nixon talked
vividly about a Dec. 30, 1970,
coal-mine disaster near Hyden
that killed 38 miners.
"He even remembered there
was a big snow on the ground
when the accident happened that
prevented him from coming
here," Muncy said. "I was just
flabbergasted he could remember
such details with everything he
had on his mind."
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Two reasons to visit Van Dyck Eye Center
in Paris, Tennessee on April 28th:
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For reservations call 1-800-489-0237.
If these screening dates are not convenient, please call to schedule a free personal evaluation

and don't need glasses or contacts alter
the procedure
It you are 55 or older and your vision
is blurry or dim, simple cataract surgery
may Ile your answer
So look into.RK and catatact surgery
at Van Dyck Eye(enter The benefits
are perfectly clear'

If your eyesight isn't perfect, we'd
like to. tell you about some safe outpatient procedures available at Van Dyck
Eye Center,
If you are nearsighted or have astigmatism, you may be a candidate for radial
keratotomy (RK) Nearly all RK patients
experience a significant improvement
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WASHINGTON TODAY

Senate frustratingly
slow — and seems
unable to speed up
By LARRY MARGASAK
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The whistle doesn't blow at 5 o'clock
in the U.S. Senate, Sen. John Danforth lectured his colleagues last
week, in a fiery speech defending lawmakers' reserved airport
parking spots.
But shortly after Danforth claimed senators worked grueling,
80-to 100-hour weeks, and were forced at times to dash madly to
the reserved lot, the chamber went into one of its frequent stalls.
The Senate's own plodding ways appear to play a major role in
those long work weeks cited by Danforth, who is retiring at the end
of this term.
On the day of Danforth's speech, senators who couldn't get their
way in changing a bankruptcy bill held up each other's
amendments.
The bill's sponsor, Sen. Howell Heflin, D-Ala., pleaded with colleagues to "quit this leverage and hostage-holding" and get on
with the bill. The response: a typical quorum call.
This means attendance is taken, as senators' names are called
aloud in slow motion, while the combatants meet behind the scenes
to forge a compromise.
Sen. David Pryor, D-Ark., studied Senate roll calls in 1985 and
found that by October of that year, 30 percent were in the evening.
"I think everybody in the Senate would rather be voting during
daylight hours than at night," Danforth, R-Mo., said in an interview. Asked why his colleagues engage in such self-destructive
behavior he said wistfully, "I've been here over 17 years and
haven't figured that out."
Using a theoretical eight-hour day for his computations, Pryor
also discovered that the Senate had spent the equivalent of six
weeks in quorum calls and V; weeks in roll calls.
No similar study has been done since 1985, but there's plenty of
anecdotal evidence that the situation has not improved.
Early in the current Congress, in February 1993, Majority Leader
George Mitchell warned senators that 30- to 40-minute roll calls
would end, and votes would be held to 20 minutes.
That target has often been missed; endless quorum calls continue, and the filibuster has been used with increasing frequency.
Danforth said it might help if the Senate stacked several votes in
succession, when senators were on the floor.
Heflin suggested that when the Senate reaches a stalemate, the
chamber could go lo another bill while the combatants work out a
compromise in private.
"The disadvantage is that the pressure is not as forceful ... to get
something done;" he said. By staying on a bill, Heflin said, "pressures are created to get something done by a certain time or we will
be in a much lengthier session or work during a weekend. It makes
the Senate work harder."
Pryor said in 1985: "I have detected a growing sense of frustration on the part of many members of this great body. This frustration is seemingly the result of our continued inability to deal, in
any form of expeditious manner, with pressing issues."
Senators still express that frustration today.
At the time Pryor did his study, Sen. Robert Byrd, the West Virginia Democrat who is considered the sage of the Senate and its
foremost historian, said this:
"It seems to me that once we have television in the Senate, and
the American people are looking at the proceedings and debates of
this body, it is going to shape up. The Senate will get its act
together."
Television has arrived in the Senate. But the endless quorum
calls, procedural fights, filibusters and gridlock continue. Danforth said there was no chance of the Senate's taking drastic
measures to limit its endless hours of debate.
"That's not the Senate," he said.

FROM OUR READERS
Keep up work of conveying facts
Dear Editor:
Thank you so much for your recent objective reporting of the
Mike Ward/Murray-Calloway County Ministerial Association issue.
The search for the truth may be sometimes clouded by the impression one may have toward "prosecuting attorneys" and "ministerial
associations" but you have recently been able, it seems, to accurately convey the facts about this case.
Please keep up the good work by continuing to include in your
reports the names of accusers and the facts as they are presented (I
especially liked the copy of the check you had on page two of
Tuesday's paper). In the end, it's the truth, not accusations, that arc
important.
Gary Taylor
P.O. Box 389, Murray

Just drop us a line :..
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included in ease verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not
be more than 500 words. Letters should be typewritten and doublespaced if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter
and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.

Tax error creates $50 smile
Just as I was gearing up to
complain that the state was holding my income tax refund on purpose. that little brown envelope
finally arrived.
It was stuck in between several
bills and lots of junk mail.
I shut the mailbox door with a
smile and I trotted happily back
to my house and tore open the
envelope. When I checked to
make sure the proper amount of
money was remitted, I stopped
dead in my tracks.
I checked the name and
address to be sure I had the right
refund. Yep, it was for me.
Then I looked around to see if
I was on Candid Camera. Nope,
there was no one lurking in the
bushes.
You see, I was fretting because
my refund was about S50 more
than I expected.
Then I found a little note
attached to the check saying I had
miscalculated my low income
credit, therefore my return was
adjusted.
Wow, after all the times I've
complained about the state holding my refund, someone fixed
one of my errors.
I've said a million times that if
I am wrong, I am the first person
to admit it. So — I was wrong.
Since most of my friends, who
sent their returns in after me, had
already received their refunds, I
figured Gov. Brereton Jones was
holding mine intentionally.

CROOKED LINES

Stacey Crook
Ledger & 'limes Staff Writer
I got a little nasty with our fine
leader last year when everyone's
refunds were held until July
because of budget woes.
As recently as February, I sort
of threatened our illustrious governor and warned him not to even
think about keeping my refund
for six months.
So after all that, I was wrong.
My return was delayed this
year because my math brain has
been defective since birth and I
am unable to calculate low
income credits.
It was all my fault.
I pointed the finger northeastward and blamed Frankfort. But,
hey, doesn't everyone?
This fortunate turn of events
that has led me to confess my
error.
Ironically, the big boys in
Frankfort took care of me and
actually sent me more money
than expected.
You know they could easily
have kept my $50 bucks and used
it for a park bench, a new chair
for Jones' secretary or new hair-

do for Mrs. Jones.
But instead of complaining, I'll
say thank you to our state income
tax people. Does this mean I'll be
audited now?
• • • •
On a more serious note, I was
saddened by the news of Richard
Nixon's death.
Although I was not old enough
to care about Watergate when it
happened, I was fascinated by old
news stories, books and other
mentions of the affair.
The more I learned about it,
the more I learned about Nixon.
It struck me that regardless of
what has happened to him, the
37th president of the United
States remained active politically.
He did not stick his head in the
sand.
Nearly 20 years after he resigned, Nixon continued to work
on foreign policy for his country.
He offered advice to other presidents. He published thoughtprovoking and insightful books.
Although Nixon left 1600 Pen-

nsylvania Ave. in disgrace, he did
not take his dog out of the race.
I'm sure that being the first
president to resign is a huge blow
to one's ego, but Nixon did not
let it sway him for long.
He continued to be a strong ;
civil servant. He spent time in
places like China, the Soviet
Union and Egypt on behalf of the
United States.
He must have harbored quite a
bit of patriotism. Why else would
someone with such a great retirement program continue to work
when he was 80 years old?
Nixon will forever be a looming figure in American history.
The Watergate story will never
be forgotten. In fact, Watergate is
probably the political scandal by
which all other political scandals
are measured.
If it weren't, why else would
every other national scandal end
with "gate?"
However, Nixon was not all
bad. There have been worse.
I hope that future students will
hear about the good things he
accomplished.
You see, none of us is perfect.
We all have ups and downs.
But since we are not former
presidents, the whole world
doesn't find out. I give Nixon
credit for being able to hold his
head up and move forward.
We could all learn something
from that.
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New battle on child-support front
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
group of county attorneys and
others who enforce Kentucky's
child-support program came to
Frankfort last week. They could
best be described as hopping
mad.
The reason? The Cabinet for
Human Resources is forcing them
to swallow changes — significant
changes — in the system they
have perfected for collecting
child support money.
They used terms like "emasculate ... hatchet ... sledgehammer
... shell game."
"Everybody's frustrated," Jefferson County Attorney Mike
Conliffe said. "Everything about
this stinks."
Not surprisingly, the changes
the officials found most irksome
involved money. A lot of money
there is!
Child support collections have
skyrocketed in Kentucky over the
last decade. They run into the
tens of millions of dollars every
year, and the collection system
has been lucrative.
Most arc run by local prosecutors. Some are run by private
attorneys. All are operated on
contracts with the cabinet.
The federal government has
paid two-thirds of the enforcement costs, plus "incentive"
money based on collections. As
collections rose, so did
incentives.
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Most county attorneys fumed
the incentive money over to their
fiscal courts or put it back into
operations, paying for staff and
equipment. But some took it as
salary. That was legal, and it
wasn't much of an issue until the
case of John Elfers.
Elfers, the former Kenton
County attorney, ran the county's
enforcement program for 17
years. In the process, he amassed
just under SI million in
incentives.
Before leaving office in
December, Elfers withdrew the
money from office bank
accounts. He said he was entitled
to keep it. The county government disagreed, lawyers were
summoned, and off to court they
went.
Now, under new contracts the
cabinet recently previewed, the
prosecutors and private "friend
of the court" attorneys would get
a flat "management fee" for
each child-support case. No more
incentives; county attorneys
could make no more than the statutory salary, which is capped at

S73,000.
"What's driving the issue is an
excessive amount of personal
compensation," said Mike
Robinson, commissioner of the
cabinet's Department for Social
Insurance, which runs the childsupport program. "I think the
statutory maximum (salary) is
reasonable."
The local officials also would
get "100 percent" reimbursement of expenses, including staff
salaries, office rent and the like,
though the cabinet would decide
what constitutes 100 percent.
One objection heard repeatedly
from prosecutors last week was
that the cabinet was changing
rules in the middle of the game.
"We really got into this program because it was sold to us ...
to be an income supplement.
That's the way it was presented
to us," said Montgomery County
Attorney Paul Cowden, president
of the county attorneys' state
association.
"I always thought if you do a
good job, you'd be rewarded,"
Anderson County Attorney Jerry

Springate added.
Another objection was that
Robinson's agency is trying to
homogenize the state's 96 local
enforcement programs.
"There are so many anomalies,
different situations," Cowden
said. "We've got 96 different
programs that are different 96
different ways."
There were predictions that
some county attorneys would
drop out of the program — even
some insinuations that maybe it's
what Robinson's agency secretly
wants.
"If you want us out, tell us to
get out," Conliffe, the Jefferson
County attorney, told Robinson.
But, "if you get rid of us, the
children of this state are going to
suffer," Conliffe said.
Robert L. Fears, a Hopkinsville
attorney who runs Christian
County's program on contract,
agreed with Robinson that "the
incentives are large enough now
to be concerned."
But, said Fears, "there's a lot
of good out there we're doing for
people."
The cabinet's changes will
have an ironic effect, Fears predicted. Incentives will decrease,
he said, because "your collections will go down."
Charles Wolfe is a statehouse
reporter for The Associated
Press.
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Deadline nears for 1994 wheat/feed grain pr
ogram

The deadline for enrolling a
farm an the 1994 wheat/feed grain
program is April 29, 1994 Several changes have been made in
order to make the program more
appealing to the farmer
A zero acreage set-aside provision allows the farmer to grow
his enure base, draw a deficiency
payment, and leave no land idle

Deficieny payments are projected to be 85 cents for wheat
and 40 cents for corn. This means
a farm with a 100 acre corn base
and 98 ASCS yield could grow
RX) acres of corn, have no setaside and earn a projected farm
payment of S3.332. An advance
payment of 50 percent can be
requested when the intention to

HOROSCOPES

parucipaie is signed.
Producers enrolling in the 1994
program will sign an intenuon to
participate rather than a contract.
Producers will then be allowed
unul the final certification date
for each participating crop to
withdraw that crop from the
agreement without being assessed
liquidated damages.
With the ability to flea up to

Dr. Joe Cartwright elected
to KHC board of directors

APH it
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25 percent of the base acrea
ge,
the farmer is given several
opuons for participation, even
a
0/85 opUon if the producer does
not want to grow a crop.
Producers are encouraged to
stop by the ASCS office to find
out how the program can be made
to work for their farm. Don't
miss out on this opportunity
—
enroll now!
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Analyzing your dreams may help
of the American South.
AQU
ARI
US
(Jan
. 20-Feb. 18):
ou find your right place in the
Acting too Cage- ..ould make some- Directors of the Kentucky Humani- Cartwright holds a Ph.D. in History
world. Write them down.
one think that y o a are overreaching ties Council (KHC). Cartwright, from Vanderbilt University and is
CANCER (June 21 -July 22): your
Dean of the College of Humanistic the autho
r of numerous articles and
Your artistic and creative powers are you authority. Keep your cool and Studies at Murr
ay State University, a book, The Triguriph
will get at ve-average results.
ofJim Crow:
going full tilt. Let your charisma
our grip on practical matters is joined die board on Jan. I.
Tennessee Race Relations in the
win you new professional and social
He will serve a three-year term, 1880s
fantastic.
.
Rewards for past Wons are at
PISCES (I eb. 19-March 20): A with an optional second term. As a
During his years at Murray.Canhand. Host a smalLeelebration with good
time to carryout ambitious member of the 23-person volunteer wright
loved ones.
has participated in four
plans. An invc !stment you make now panel, Cartwright will help
decide KHC-fundcd humanities projects.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): A practi- will
event
uall
who
y
turn
a profit. A letter
gets Humanities Council He has won
cal knowledge of what is needed will or
seven Murray State
phone call brings inspiring news. grants. Each year,
offset an associate's immoderate
the KHC,based Faculty Research Grants, spent
Follow up i in employment leads. in Lexington,
a
actions. Promote harmony among
awards S250,000 in year as an American
Research pa! off.
Council on
grants in support of public humani- Educa
tion Fellow,and served on the
TODAY'S CHILDREN have a strong
ties.
sense
Editor
i
ial Board of the Kentucky
A
fair
play.
They
know
right from wrong and want to,„be on the
Cartwright began teaching his- Historical
side of the angels! Their stubbornSociety. As a member of
ness.can be either an.w.tai_or a
tory at Murray State University in the
liability. dependir
on how it is used.
University Press Committee, he
(To mkt a re,i.ed
1970.
updaicrIcon, Jean.: Iksom ,
He achieved the rank of full reviews manus
hs t selqng Ns*
esteraq
cripts for the UniverForcser
.kstrukko Can Iiclr You Find Your Pb..c
ii God'. Plan.-'send SS 4( plus SI p".aag,and handling
professor in 1980, and in 1991 sity
,"
boson. chl Andrea.. ind 5k Steel. P
Press of Kentucky.
Box 417242. Kan.,(its. Si' /14141
Make
beca
me Dean of Murray's College
%mires... and Mk Sled
pa:,alsle
For more information, please
of Humanistic Studies. He con- conta
ct Cartwright at 762-6936.
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Is Now Open
Sundays 6 a.m. till 2 p.m.
aria
Friday Evenings Until 8 p.m.
Serving Our Famous
Bar-B-0 Rate Lunches
and FIsh Specials

Howard D Hughes
Woodmen Bldg
Murray. KY 42071
Phone 753-4339

"Come See Us Soon"

ilL Woodmen
of the World

Life Insurance Society
owe. orok., Owylue Ntetsraol•

413 S. 4th
753-1155

We am proud to use ,\
Au 9recycled newsprint.Ar(Y
Roy's Discount Pharmacy
Tor }our Convenience Now Offers-

UPS Pick-Up
Daily Monday-Friday
Ship Weekly & Save Aloney

UPS

M-I 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5
p.m.
Hwy. 641 N. Olympic Plaza
761-2150

FOR SALE
Kentucky Lake Lots

BAILEY LAKEFRONT ESTATES

All lots are wooded and most have beauti
ful views lit
Kentucky Lake. From $3.000ilot to
$19,500 lot
Waterfront lots qualify with TVA.
for boat dock

application.

Owner financing available with 25°1.
down and
monthly payments over a 3-5 year
period with 10%
interest.
Located 15 miles from Murray. KY
and 12 miles from Paris Landing,
TN. State Park.

For more information
call or come by...

gmm•mNix

Kopperud Realty

711 Main St.

753-1222

/
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TODAY
Review session planned
Murray State University TV-11
will present a live review session
for the IDC 102 common final on
Wednesday. April 27, from 7 to 8
p.m.
Dr. Ken Wolf will conduct this
session with a studio audience.
and will also take phone calls
from viewers at home.
In addition, MSU TV-11 will
replay the tape of this program on
Sundays. May 1 and 8. at 6 and 9
p.m. each night.
MSU TV-11 is available to all

Nicola Ross gets
dean's scholarship
OWENSBORO — Nicola Ross
has received a Dean's Scholarship and a Housing Scholarship
from Brescia College, a private
four-year liberal ins college.
Ross is a student at Calloway
County High School. She is the
daughter of Pat Ross of Rt. 1.
Dexter, and Valerie Bucy of
Murray.

Cablevision subscribers in Mur
ray and Mayfield For more infor
mation contact Dr Wolf at
762-6582 or Dr. Bob Lochte at
762-4663

Casey James
Hobbs born

Full-Service Small Animal
Veterinary Facility

ikt

Medicine • Surgery • Dentistry
Grooming • Boarding
Terry Canerdy, D.V.M. - Owner
753-2088

306 N. 12th St.

JUS
41=1.

SECRETARY CA

Sweet indulgence is in store for the office assistant who
gives his or her all. Let us help you choose from a
divine collection of tantalizing chocolates, teas, coffees
& more. We'll even gift wrap and deliver your selection
locally at no extra charge.
National Secretary's Day Wednesday, April 27, 1994

ENGLISH FARMS'
SPECIALTY FOODS
1

.

10th & Arcadia • Murray • M-F 10-5/Sat. 10-2 • 753-0921
morommoommommommummompRom

REUBEN CUADRAIX), M.D. PRESENTS

NUTRITION
&CANCER
TueUry„April 26, 1994,7p.m.
PineLie CtImmithio; Grit.'rence Rtn.

REl TIEN CUAPRAITO,

W.A.T.C.H. (work activities training center for the handicapped)
needs aluminum cans to help with its fund-raising efforts and also to
give an opportunity for the clients to crush and make some money.
The center will take the cans crushed or uncnished. They may be left
at the center from 7:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m., Monday through Friday,
when it is open; or after that time they may be left by the workshop
door at the side of the building, according to Peggy Williams, executive director.

Mr. and Mrs. Christopher
Hobbs of 801 Meadow Lane,
Murray, are the parents of a son,
Casey James Hobbs, born on
Saturday, March 12, at 12:16
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed eight
pounds five ounces and measured
21 inches. The mother is the former Melanie Lee Williams.
Grandparents are James and
Sandra Williams Of 956 South
Seventh St., Mayfield, William
Hobbs of 400 North Sixth St.,
Murray. and Phyllis Story of
181013 Monroe Ave., Murray.

Murray Animal Hospital

Dr.

W.A.T.C.H. need aluminum cans

Join Dr. Cuadrado
for a discussion of the
relationship between
nutrition and cancer.

Ladies' Night Out on Tuesday
Ladies' Night Out at Murray Country Club will be Tue3sday, Apnl
26. A social hour will be from 6 to 7 p.m. followed by the dinner at 7
p.m. The menu will feature Sharon Wells' sesame-ginger chicken
breats, grilled vegetable kabob with rice, French bread, and dessert for
$6. Following dinner, Nerts, a card game for tables of four, will be
featured. For ladies wishing to play golf before the dinner, call Mike
Nolan at the pro shop, 753-9430. For reservations call the club house,
753-6113, or the pro shop.

Mr. and Mrs. Duane Allen Jackson

Lamb-Jackson wedding
vows are said at church
Anita Kay Lamb, former Murray resident, and Duane Allen Jackson
of Albion, ,11)., were married on Saturday. April 2, at 6:30 p.m.
The candlelgith ceremony was performed by the Rev. Ra Stockard
at First United Methodist Church, Murray.
Shellie Dunning of Wickliffe, i4sir of the bride, served as matron
of honor.
Best man was Doc Horsley of Lake of Egypt, Ill. Ushers were Tom
Pickford of Sparta, Ill., and Joey Rhodes of Sandoval, Ill.
The register was kept by Amanda Lei Pillow, niece of the bride.
The decorative flowers and bouquets consisted of fushia, black and
•
ivory roses.
A reception followed the ceremony. Fushia ribbons and black bells
decorated the reception hall. A three-layered pink, heart shaped wedding cake was served. The strawberry cake, decorated with roses and
cherubs, was made by Jennifer Vaughn.
Servers were Darlene Watson, sister-in-law of the bride, Jennifer
Cooper, niece of the bride, and Marilyn Horsley.
The bride is the daughter of Mrs. Juanita Watson of Murray and the
late Martin Watson. She is a 1988 graduate of Murray State University. A former employee of Briggs- and Stratton, she is now a MR0
Buyer for North American Lighting.
The groom is the sort of Mrs. Verta Jackson of Carterville, Ill., and
the late Allen Jackson. He is a graduate of Southern Illinois University. He is a Manufacturing Engineer for Champ Labs, Albion, Ill., as
well as a tenor in the Southern Illinois gospel quartet, Fortress.
Mr. and Mrs. Jackson are now residing in their new home in Albion. They are planning a later honeymoon in South Padre Island,
Texas.

Golf play scheduled
Ladies of Murray Country
Club will play golf on Wednesday, April 27, at 9:30 a.m. Members arc to note the change in
time.
Those not listed in the lineup
but desiring to play may come
and be paired at the tee. Hostesses will be Rebecca lrvan and
Rebecca West. If a person is
unable to play, please call one of
the hostesses.
The lineup is as follows:
Tea I - Marion Poole, Beth Belote,
Rebecca lrvan and Rebecca West;
Tee 3 - Billie Wilson , Nancy Haverstock, LaVerne Ryan and Louise
Lamb:
'Tee 4 - Margaret Shutlett, Anna
Mary Adams, Martha S Ryan and Ann
Brown,
Tee 5- Frances Richey, Betty Scott,
Rowena Cullom and Pat Claypool;
Tee 6- Sue Outland. Rainey Apperson. Peggy Shoemaker and Norma

Frank,
Ti.8- Freda Steely, Billie Cohoon,
-Mary O'Day and Edith Garrison:
Tee 9 - lnus Orr, Berty Stewart,
Diane Villanova and Veneta Sexton.
Ti. 10 • Ionia Fike, Beverly
Noland, Frances Huse and Mary
Bogard
Winners of play on Wednesday, April 20, have been released
by Nis Orr and Norma Frank,
hostesses, as follows:
Championship flight - Low
Gross, Tonja Fike, Low Net,
Frances Hulse;
First flight - Low Gross, Evelyn Jones, Low Net, Freda Steely;
Second flight - Low Gross,
Edith Garrison, Low Net, Billie
Cohoon;
Third flight - Low Gross,
Frances Richey, Low Net, Pat
Claypool;
Fourth flight Rebecca West.

Metamorphosis

Kentisoty Ka.Participating Hospital
OPTION 2000 Contracung Nosota
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Dr. Ruth E. Cole of Mu
was inducted into the Alt
Association Hall of Fame al
University of Texas Schoo
Nursing at Galveston, Texas
March 25 and 26.
Dr. Cole was nominated fo
honor by Audrey Hargis Bi
classmate of Dr. Cole from I
ton, Ohio.
She was int:Meted at the Ha
Fame reception on Friday, N1
25, at 5 p.m. at Rosenberg Fi(
Galveston.
Drr-Cole, class of 1949 at
School of Nursing, is prof(
emeritus at Murray State Un
sity. She has an outstan
record of contributions to
munity service, in addition t(
distinguished served as a r
educator.
Her career has included set
as a staff nurse, head nurse
member of the U.S. Navy N
Corps, from which she retirc
1980 at the rank of captain
35 years of active and re
duty.
Dr. Cole spent much of
career in nursing education
r
Chair of the Department of ,
ing at Murray State Unive
from 1954-1977 and Profess
Harding University Schoo
Nursing in Searcy, Ark.,
1978 to 1980.
She served on: the Kent
Board of Nursing Education
Registration from 1%0-1969
as a board member for the
tucky Nurses Association an
Kentucky League for Nur
She was a member of the
Regional Health Planning C
cil from 170-1976 and the
tucky Comprehensive Plan
Council from 1971-1972.
Cole has been active in
Calloway County American
Cross as a board membver
volunteer since 1963. she
served as a board member o
Calloway County Heart Ass
tion. She was a founder ol
Murray-Calloway County H
tal Hospice in 1980 and
chaired the Hospice Adv
Council.
She has been widely rc
nized for her achievements.
was selected as Nurse Edu
of the Year in 1977 by the
tucky League for Nursing,
listed in Who's Who of Amc
Women, 1969, Who's Wh
American Women in Scii
1968, and Who's Who in AI
can Nursing, 1988-1989.

Cindy Ragsdale, director of social work at Murray-Calloway County Hospital, will discuss options for care after hospitalizations and services available at home on Tuesday, April 26, at noon at meeting of
Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of American Association of Retired
Persons. Lunch (optional) will be at 11:30 a.m. All members and
interested persons are invited.

North nominations needed
Nominations for parent representatives to the Site-based Decision
Making Council at North Calloway Elementary School have been
accepted. The voting will be Tuesday, April 26, at 6:30 p.m. in the
school cafeteria.

Southwest Council meeting planned
Southwest Calloway Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council will meet Tuesday. April 26, at 5:30 p.m. at the school.
All interested persons -are invited to attend.

Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday, April 26,
at 7 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce Centre. A white elephant auction
sale will be held with Dan Farris as the auctioneer. All singles are
urged to bring special items for this sale. The SOS is a nonprofit,
nondenominational, support and social group for single adults,
whether always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For more
information call Jeanne, 753-0224, or Linda, 437-4414.

Oaks' ladies plan bridge play
The ladies of the Oaks Country Club will play bridge on Wednesday, April 27, at 9:30 a.m. at the newly renovated club house. Hostess
will be Shirley Wade, 753-2220.

City-Wide Yard Sale on May 7
Freedom Fest '94 will sponsor a spring version of "West Kentucky's Biggest City-Wide Yard Sale" on Saturday, May 7, from 7 a.m. to
3 p.m. More than 80 areas in town will be sale sites including MurrayCalloway County Park. Residents interested in having a yard sale
should submit an application and fee before Tuesday, May 3, at the,
Murray Tourism Commission office in the Commerce Center at 805
North 12th St., Murray. The fee is $5 for individuals and $10 for civic'
groups and merchants. Maps with detailed descriptions of items and
various locations of yard sale areas will be available for $1 at the
Commerce Center on Friday and Saturday, May 6 and 7.

Posters on display at Public Library
In recognition to Earth day activities and Soil & Water Stewardship
week as well as to poster contest winners, the Calloway County Conservation District will have the top 17 posters titled "Water Clear
Across Kentucky" on public display at the Calloway County Public
Library continuing through Thursday. April 28. While available, free
bookmarks will be handed out to visitors. The library will be open at
' its regular hours for this poster display.

Overeaters Anonymous not meeting
Murray Overeaters Anonymous is no longer meeting on Wednesdays at Ellis Community Center. For information and materials about
OA, persons may contact the World Service Organization at P.O. Box
92870, Los Angeles, CA. 90009 (310) 618-8835.

MHS Class of 1984 will meet

•-•

Murray High School Class of 1984 will meet Wednesday, April 27,
at 6 p.m. at the home of Liz Fain Darnell. This will be to plan for the
10-year class reunion to be held in July. For information call Darnell
at 753-6805 or Lanctte Hopkins Kings at 436-2916.

rememsoussso
va0\JM-‘•

Items needed for Hazel Center
Hazel Woman's Club is asking for help from area residents. The
club has as one of its many projects the Hazel Community Center
which is used by senior citizens and other family and civic groups.
The center is in need of dishes such as mugs, plates, glasses, dessert
plates, etc., for use in the kitchen at the center. Persons having items
to donate may call Clarkie Butterworth at 753-0812 or Janice Wilkinson at 492-8683 and someone will pick up the itmes for the center.
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Monday, April 2$
-How To Class. sponsored by Family Resource Canter/6.30 p.m./North
Calloway Elementary School
in10/753-3070
Murray Middle School Site-based
Decision Making Council minting/7
pm
Breastleeding Class/1-3
p m.,Caeoway County Herith Center.
Info/753-3381.
Agoraphobia, Anxiety Panic Disorder
Support Group/6 30 p.m. St. John's
Episcopal Church Into/753-1907 and
ask for Kathy.
Retirees and former employees of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital/6
pm/Sirloin Stockade
First Place Orientation/7
p m./Westside Baptist Church.
Murray Chapter of NAACP/7
p m 'Willis Center
Tau Phi Lambda Unit 827 WOW/6-30
p m /Woodmen of World Camp.
Adult Great Books Discussion
Group/7 p.m 'Calloway County Public
Library
Single Too/7 p m /Louie's Restaurant
Info/753-6078, 753-7845 or 753-7663
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m -2 p.m for
senior citizens' activities.
Winks Center/open 8 a.m -4 p m for
senior citizens' activities
First United Methodist Church events
include Reach-Out Callers IV/4 p.m ,
Adult Disciple Bible Study/6 p m., Mis
sion trip planning 'nesting/7 p.m
Memorial Baptist Church events
include Puppets/8 p m
Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer Fire
Department/6.30 p m /Water Valley
Community Center.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m /Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
Auditions for Bye Bye Borche16-30
p.m /Playhouse in the Park
Infor759-1752
Murray High School events include
Sofball at CCHS/4 p m , Tennis Team
hosts Heath, Baseball at Mayfield/4 30
p.m.; Tr -Alpha dinner and
installation/5.30 p m
AA and AL Anon closed discussion
meeting/8 p.m American Legion Building, South Sixth and Maple Streets
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Wrathy West Kentucky Museum/
open 130 to 4.30 p.m

.9

Dr. Ruth E. Cole, right, receives congratulations from Patti Tschirch,
president of Alumni Association of University of Texas School of Nursing at Galveston, upon her Induction In the Alumni Association Hall of
Fame at Galveston, Texas.

Dr. Cole inducted into
Nursing Hall of Fame

Dr. Ruth E. Cole of Murray
xas inducted into the Alumni
ekssociation Hall of Fame at the
jniversity of Texas School of
gursing at Galveston, Texas, on
1.1arch 25 and 26.
Dr. Cole was nominated for the
lonor by Audrey Hargis Bideo.
:lassmate of Dr. Cole from Dayon, Ohio.
She was in-eructed at the Hall of
Fame reception on Friday, March
at 5 p.m. at Rosenberg House,
3alveston.
Drr-Cole, class of 1949 at UT
School of Nursing, is professor
:meritus at Murray State UniverOty. She has an outstanding
record of contributions to community service, in addition to her
distinguished served as a nurse
:•clucator.
Her career has included service
as a staff nurse, head nurse and
member of the U.S. Navy Nurse
Corps, from which she retired in
1980 at the rank of captain after
35 years of active and reserve
duty.
Dr. Cole spent much of her
:arcer in nursing education, as
Chair of the Department of Nursing at Murray State University
from 1954-1977 and Professor at
Harding University School of
Nursing in Searcy, Ark., from
1978 to 1980.
She served on: the Kentucky
Board of Nursing Education and
Registration from 1960-1969 and
as a board member for the Kentucky Nurses Association and the
Kentucky League for Nursing.
She was a member of the Area
Regional Health Planning Council from 170-1976 and the Kentucky Comprehensive Planning
Council from 1971-1972.
Cole has been active in the
Calloway County American Red
Cross as a board membver and
volunteer since 1963. she has
served as a board member of the
Calloway County Heart Association. She was a founder of the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Hospice in 1980 and has
chaired the Hospice Advisory
Council.
She has been widely recognized for her achievements. She
was selected as Nurse Educator
of the Year in 1977 by the Kentucky League for Nursing, and
listed in Who's Who of American
Women, 1969, Who's Who of
American Women in Science,
1968, and Who's Who in American Nursing, 1988-1989.
-MINS1111111111
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The Ruth E. Cole Honorary
Nursing . Scholarship was established in her honor at Murray
State University in 1977 and that
nursing school's auditorium was
dedicated as the Ruth E. colc
Auditorium in 1988. In 1993, Dr
Cole received a Lifetime
Achievement Award from Murray
Woman's Club for her service to
her profession and her
,:ammunity.
Others also inducted in the
University of Texas Hall of Fame
were as follows:
Andrea J. Conti, director of
staff development for University
of Texas Medical Branch at
Galveston; Anna Pearl Rains,
faculty associte of School of
Nursyng's Center for Nursing
Edo*, Law and Policy at Galveston: Pegg„ Armstrong, Scott and

I

Tuesday, April 211
Budget Committee of Calloway
County High School Site-based
Counair2:45 p.m./Room 401/school
Murray High School events include
Tennis hosts CCHS/3.15 pm. Cheerleader Clinic/3:30-5 30 p.m Quad
Stale Track at USU., Baseball team
hosts Reidland/4 p.m.
Dr. Paler Mitchell and Or. Kit Weskit/
lecture/7:30 p.m./Room 201. Faculty
Hall, Murray State Adamission free
Student Composer Recital/8
p.m./Farrell Recital Hall. Doyle Fine
Arts Center. Murray State_ Admission
free.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum)
open 8:30 a.m. to 12-30 p.m and 1 30
to 4:30 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
am -4:30 p m Info/762-3383.

J.

Tommie Nance
bride-elect of
Eric Derby
i has made her
gift selections
from
Pier l's
Bridal Registry

Pieriimpoit
1205B Chestnut • 753-1851
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The "Owen Loan Fund." established by John Isaac Owen. is
available to assist qualified adult
students with loan funds to attend
Murray State University for the

Whtie Memorial Hospital,
Temple, Texas: and Dr. Jerry
Blaylock who retired inl 992

Rom University of Texas at Austin School of Nursing.
Also attending the dedication
were Lynn and B.onna Yates Of
Ke)stone Heights, Fla., formerly
of Murray.

Patterson and
Pigg receive
scholarshps
HENDERSON, Tcnn. - Two
local residents, Paige Patterson
and Jamie Pigg, have been
awarded academic scholarships at,
Freed-Hardeman University. Both
will receive Presiddritial Honor
Scholarships for next year.
Patterson is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. W.T. Patterson of
New Concord. Pigg is the daughter of Mr. and•Mrs. James Pigg of
Murray.
Presidential Honor Scholarships of one-half tuition are
awarded to entering freshmen
who have a high school grade
point average of 3.50 or higher
and who are National Merit semifinalists, finalists, or schoalrs or
have an enhanced ACT composite score of 27 or above or have
an SAT combined score of 1060
or above.
The scholarships are renewable
if the student meets the required
grade point average.

summer Wins.

Owen, an alumnus of the classes of 1926 and 1927 of the University of Kentucky, has contributed over S75,000 for the funds.
The short-term loan program
was proposed by a university
committee, including a student
member, and has been approved
by the Board of Regents. Maximum loan for in-state students
during the summer term is 5435
and S1,190 for out-of-state
students. .
Applicants for the loan must
23 years of age or older on the
date of application submission.
Eligibility requires enrollment or
acceptance for enrollment at
Murray State for the summer
term.
Persons interested in applying
for the loan 'must have a temporary need of funds for educational
expenses: however, applicants are
required to have a distinct plan of
repayment.
A cumulative grade point average of 2.0, based on a 4.0 system,
is required if previous college or
university hours have been taken
as of the date of loan application.
Entering freshmen are eligible for
the loan.
The loan funds cannot exceed
the costs of tuition and fees for
up to six academic credit hours.
The six academic credit hour limit is the amount for all summer
terms. Applicants must provide
an explanation of the reason

funds are needed and their plan
of repayment for the loan, including the source of funds.
In order to be considered for
the loan, eligible students must
complete an application form for
the Owen Loan Fund. Applications arc available in the Student
Financial Aid Office in the basement of Sparks Hall. An interview will also be conducted when
the application is returned to the
office.
The Owen Loan Fund is strictly a summer sessions program.
Johnny McDougal, director of
Student Financial Aid, said students should apply immediately
for the loan.

Melanie Julian
initiated into
Phi Beta Kappa
LEXINGTON - Melanie B.
Julian, a University of Kentucky
senior from Murray, has been initiated into Phi Beta Kappa.
Julian, who is majoring in
English, is from Rt. 7, Murray.
Considered the most prestigious scholastic honorary fraternity in the world, Phi Beta Kappa
was founded in 1776 at William
and Mary College, Williamsburg,
Va.
The criteria for membership
include a grade point average of
at least 3.5 for graduating
seniors, at least 90 hours of liberal arts courses to ensure breadth
of study, and at least one foreign
language.
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34 Gallon
Trash Can
Molded container
features lid-locking
handles and wheels
for mobility 72272

'Owen Loan Fund'available
to assist area adult students

188
flentaill
Extra Large Trash Bags

15 • :

.

Extra Large Trash Bags
39 gallon trash bags. 15-count Contains
at least 700.recycled plastic 61727
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Round or
Square
Point Shovel
Choose 47'
long-handled
round or square point
shovel. 70018.2-1

HURRY! WHILE SUPPLIES LAST!
See your Helpful Hardware Man at:

ACE.

Mantwaro

rillSqA9
SUPPLY COMPANY
208 E. Main
W.A....A
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753-3361
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Glendale Road
Church of Christ

Get Your FREE

I
I Full Spinal Examination!

I

Tuesday, April 26
Murray Lions i.ft6,6 30 pm/Murray
Woman's Club House
Calloway County Public Library
events include Parents and Twos/9:30
a.m. and Story Hour/1030 am.
Health Express of Murray-Ca/away
County Hospital/Ponderosa at
Draffenville/9-11:30 a.m. and 12:30-3
p.m.
Alzheini•r's Dis•ese Support
Group/4.30 p m /board room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Info/762-1100
Auditions for Bye Bye Birdie/6:30
p.m /Playhous• in the Park.
Info/759-1752.
Bingo/7 p m /Knights of Columbus
building.
Murray TOPS Club Kentucky *34
meeting/7 p m./First Presbyterian
Church Info/759-9964.
Coffee Break at Martin's Chapel
United Methodist Church/9:30 a.m.
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info/753-0082.
Hazel C.enteropen 10 a m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities
Dexter Center/senior activities/9:30
am
Weak, Center/open 8 a m -4 p mitor
senior citizens' activities.
Executive Committee of Murray
Christian Women's Club/9:30
a m /home of Katherine Ray
Scottish Country Dancing/7
p m /Fellowship Hall of First Presbyterian Church Info/753-6460.
Grace Baptist Church events include
Ladies Bible Class/7 p m
Memorial Baptist Church events
include Eva Wall Mission Group/2 p m.
First Baptist Church events include
Mothers* Day Out9 a.m and 3 p m.
First Christian Church events include
Prayer for youth in parlor/7 a m
Reunion Group/8 a.m
First United Methodist Church events
include Trustees/noon at Pagliai's,
Lenten service in Hale Chapel/6 p m.
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5 15 p m.
Alcoholics Anonymous/open
meeting/8 p m !American Legion Hall,
South Sixth and Maple Streets,
Murray.
Social Security representative/10 30
a m -12 30 p m !Calloway County
Public Library

i
I

- iii

Murray, Kentucky • (502)753-3714

(NO OBLIGATION - NOTHING TO PAY)

YOU MAY HAVE ONE OF THESE
16 DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES!
1
2
3
4

Low Back Pain
Headaches
Shouider Pain
Arthritis

5
6
7
8

Dimness
Sore Elbows
Neck Pam
Indigestion

9
10
11
12

Numb Hands
Bursitis
Pain &rim I. Ns
Muscle Spasms

13
14
15
16

5th Annual Friend Day

Numb F
Hip Pain
Tight Mu
Aching Feet

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professiOnal chiropractic care can relieve your
•
and pains. This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. It will include a
chiropractic orthopedic test, &chiropractic neurological test,a blood pressure test, &spinal
alignment check, an examination for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a muscle
strengthness test, wind a private consultation with the doctor to discuss the results.
DISCLAIMER: OUR OFFICE POLICY PROTECTS YOU 'THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON
RESPOICHSLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY. CANCEL PAYMENT OR BE
REIMSURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICES,E ANA NATKIN OR TREATMENT VINCH
III PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF AND wtTHiN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE mavERTIOEMENT FOR THE FREE SERVICE EXAMINATICtl OR TREATMENT

Dr. Dennis L. Nein% D.C.

This entire examilmtion is FREE
If you want more care and treatment,
we do all the papenvoric

FREE LIMITED TIME OFFER. Call for your appointment TODAY!

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER 759-1116 I
301 N. 12th St. (at University Square) Murray, KY 42071

CALL NOW BRiNG THIS
COUPON WITH YOU
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Sunday, May 1, 1994
9:00 a.m. Worship
Speaker: John Dale
10:15 Bible Classes
Lunch -and fellowship to follow.
If you do not have a church home, please join us.
Attended nursery. Everyone welcome.

I
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SPORTS
Cincinnati makes 'Big Daddy' top pick
By DAVE GOLDBERG
AP Football Wrrter
NEW YORK (AP) — They
call them "impact players" —
guys who can step in and help a
team immediately. And it seemed
most teams wanted one an the
NFL draft.
The Cincinnati Bengals hope
Dan Wilkinson will jump nght in
on the defensive line. Jim Mora
expects Joe Johnson to start for
New Orleans. Mike Holmgren
wants Aaron Taylor to do the
same for the Green Bay Packers.
Ditto for receiver Charles Johnson in Pittsburgh.

The search for instant contributors was the theme of Sunday's
NFL draft, the first of the free
agent salary cap era. As highpriced veterans are phased out
under the cap, low-priced rookies
are brought in.
One of the wrinkles of free
agency is a separate rookie salary
cap that will hold down the payroll for first-year players.
That's part of the contentious
goings-on surrounding "Big
Daddy" Wilkinson, the
315-pound defensive tackle who
was the top pick overall by
Cincinnati.

Defense is focus of draft
Wilkinson's agent is Leigh
Steinberg, one of the more
highly-regarded player representatives in football. He is dealing
with a team that is traditionally
tight-fisted. The polarity of the
two sides could mean a long wait
before Wilkinson shows up in
training camp.
But Steinberg, who before the
draft asked the Bengals to trade
the choice, was suggesting afterward that there's room for agreement with general manager Mike

Brown.
"Look, our differences are philosophical," Steinberg said after
Wilkinson was drafted. "It
doesn't matter whether Mike is
negotiating with Henry Kissinger
or Cindy Crawford — he has a
strong philosophy and he
expresses it. We also have a
strong philosophy. We're looking
forward to what We hope is a
smooth and harmonious negotiation. I'm sure Dan will be signed
and ready well before training

camp."
to the 17th spot largely because
Wilkinson was a sophomore at of the rush to draft defenders.
Ohio State, and he led a crop of Taylor, an offensive lineman, was
underclassmen who were picked
left at 16th for the same reason.
early.
In fact, the only offensive
players taken early were running
Ekven non-seniors were taken
with the 29 picks of the first back Marshall Faulk of San
round. It was also a draft for Diego State, by Indianapolis with
defense — 10 of the first 13 the second pick of the draft, and
quarterbacks Heath Shuler of
picks were for defenders.
But most of all, it was a draft Tennessee (third by Washington)
for players who can produce and Trent Diller of Fresno State
(sixth by Tampa Bay).
immediately.
The fourth pick was defensive
"They've told me they want
end
Willie McGinest of Southern
me to contribute right away,"
said Charles Johnson, a receiver • See Page 9
from Colorado who slipped down

Calloway
girls take
WKC meet

PRO BASKETBALL

'Admiral' joins elite
with 71-point effort
By BETH HARRIS
AP Sports Writer

1

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Wilt
Chamberlain. David Thompson.
Elgin Baylor.
Now add David Robinson's
name to the list of NBA players
who have scored 70 or more
points in a game.
"The Admiral" wrapped up
the league scoring title with 71
Sunday in San Antonio's 121-97
victory over the Los Angeles
Clippers.
"It was fun. I really had a
good time," a smiling Robinson
said after accepting congratulations from his teammates and
Madonna, who bared her navel in
the Spurs' lockerroom.
A much-watched subplot of the
final day of the regular season
was the battle for the league scoring Litlebetween Robinson and
Orlando's Shaquille O'Neal —
two big men with different styles.
O'Neal thrives on the constant
hype surrounding him as a result
of his million-dollar endorsements and fledgling careers in rap
music and acting. Robinson prefers spending time with his wife
and children over grabbing the
limelight.
"I kind of like not having so
much of that hype," Robinson
said. "I'm more of a family person. I like staying home. But I
root for Shay. If you can do all
that stuff it's great."

All Times CDT
FIRST ROUND
Beet•ef.1)
Thuredey, April 20
Warn id Atlanta 6 Pm
ana 11 Orlando
pm (TNT)
'Jtal, 1 San Antonio. 130 pm 0)
Dower at $dallie. 930 pm (TNT)
Friday, Awl n
Nee Jersey at Nee York. 6 P mrras)
it Chicago. 7 pm (TNT)
PortLand at Houston, 630 pm (TBS)
Golden Stale at Phoenix. 930 pm (TNT)
Saturday, April so
uur, at San Anton°, 12 pm (NBC)
Indiana at Orlando, 230 pm (NBC)
Mini at Atlanta, 7 p nt (TNT)
Denver in Seattle, 930 pm (TNT)
&twirl. 1102 1
New Jersey al New York 11.30 pm (NBC)
Cleveland it Chicago, 2 pm (NBC)
Golden State at Phoenix. 4•30 pm (NBC)
Portland at Houston.
P.m (TNT)

(ies)

O'Neal wasn't as gracious. He
sent some of his famed trashtalking in Robinson's direction
after learning he had lost out with
a 32-point effort against New
Jersey.
"1 heard that no defense was
played. No triple teams occurred
and they ran every play to
(Robinson)," O'Neal said. "If
that would happen down here, I
would have 70 points, too."
But O'Neal was wrong. A sweaty Robinson had scratches on his
arms as proof of the Clippers'
double- and triple-team defense.
"It is a lot of work going after
those points," he said. "The
Clippers didn't want me to get it.
They were bumping and grinding
and double-teaming me. That's
the hardest I've ever had to work
for some points."

'Breds take two of three
from EKU over weekend
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Kurt Muskopf stole home to tie the game at 9-9 in the eighth
inning and Kent Leggs homcred in the top of the 12th to give the
Murray State Thoroughbreds a 10-9 12-inning win at Eastern Kentucky Sunday.
The victory gave the Thoroughbreds the series as the teams split
a doubleheader Saturday.
On Sunday, Murray State held a 7-4 lead going into the bottom
of the seventh, but Eastern Kentucky scored five runs to take a 9-7
lead. Keith Gallagher then led off die eighth with a single for Murray State, and Muskopf then singled, with an Eastern Kentucky
error on the play, scoring Gallagher and sending Muskopf to third.
Two outs later, with two strikes on Murray's Eddie Doyle,
Muskopf used a delayed steal to swipe home plate and tie the
game.
Leggs_then hit his first homer of the year in the 12th to make a
winner out of Michael Lewis, who tossed four innings of shutout
baseball.
On Saturday, Murray took the first game 6-3 before dropping a
12-inning contest 8-7.
In the first game, Murray State rallied to tie the game at 7-7 with
a run in the fifth and two in the sixth, but Eastern's Brandon Berger doubled in the 12th and scored on a single by Mike Minacci.
Thc two wins pushed Murray State to 19-18 overall and 7-5 in
the OVC. Eastern fell to 20-21 and 7-7 in the OVC.
Murray State will host Freed-Hardeman in a makeup game Tuesday at 2:30 p.m.

Golf

-

toy

Sceeliveto:i
Par 3 Golf
8, Sports Center

1

• Golf lessons Available •

Practice Range
Miniature Golf

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times

NBA PLAYOFFS

$1.75

9 Holes
$3 00
18 Holes
$5 00
Weekends & Holidays
9 Holes
$4 00
18 Holes
$7.00
Carts $3 00 per 9 Holes
$1, $2. & $350 Buckets
50:
Batting Ronge

753-1152

N 16th St., Murray
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Murray State's Marcus Brown has Fred Jones, right, marveling as he tries to gear 7-foot-2 for a stadium high
jump record in Saturday's OVC Championships at Stewart Stadium. Brown, a 6-2 sophomore member of the
MSU basketball team, won the event at 6-10.

MSU's Samuel shines at OVC
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Saturday's Ohio Valley Conference Track and Field Championships left head coach Wayne
Pate "surprised."
However, he wasn't surprised
at the performance turned in by
senior Heather Samuel Saturday
at Roy Stewart Stadium.
Samuel, voted OVC female
outdoor track athlete of the year,
won four individual events and
anchored a relay to provide five
first-place finishes for the Lady

Racers' second place
performance.
Middle Tennessee won both
the men's and women's outdoor
championships.
Samuel won the 100-, 200- and
400-meter dashes, as well winning the javelin. She also
anchored the Lady Racers' victorious 4X400-meter relay team.
"She's quite a little athlete,"
said Murray State track coach
Wayne Pate, voted OVC
women's coach of the year. "All
of our women did a great job

individually. They all came
through when they needed to."
Lady Racer sophomore Charmaine Thomas won the
800-meters, and placed fourth in
the 1,500-meter run. Phyllis Jackson placed second in the 400
hurdles.
Murray State's men finsihed
third behind Middle and Southeast Missouri. Chris Barrigar won
the steeple chase, while Shawn
Edmonson won the pole vault and
In See Page 9

Depth was the determining factor Saturday when Calloway
County's girls' track team won
the Western Kentucky Conference Championships at Marshall
County High School.
Courtney McCoy led a group
of six Lady Laker runners that
led Calloway to first place. Murray High placed third among the
14 teams.
"I've got six girls that do most
of our scoring," said Calloway
track coach Stan' Waller.
Class AA rival Fort Campbell
finished second behind Calloway
(92) with 88.5 points.
McCoy, a senior, took first
place in the 100-meter intermediate hurdles and 300-meter low
hurdles, and second in the high
jump.
Junior Farrah Beach placed
second in the discus, third in the
shot put and fourth in the long
jump. Jackie Geurin took second
in the 800-meter and third in the
1,600, while Missy Stubblefield
took third in the 3,200-meters.
Heidi Wilson took fourth in the
shot put. Crystal Nadeau ran on
the Calloway's third-place
3,200-meter relay team.
Bonnie Payne led Murray with
a first in the discus, third in the
shot put and fourth in the high
jump. Jennie Bell took third in
the 300-meter low hurdles. Murray's 800- and 400-meter relay
teams took fourth.
For the boys, Murray High finished tied for third with Madisonville and Calloway finished ninth
in the 15-team field.
Jon Bell paced Murray with a
first place in the discus, while
Salim Sanchez finished second in
the 100-meter dash. Murray's
freshman 400-meter relay team
took first. Adam Blalock finished
third in the shot put and Victor
Perry took third in the triple
jump. Murray's 400-meter relay
team placed second.
Thomas Hombuckle turned in
Calloway's top finish, placing
third in the 200-meters and fifth
in the 100.

Zeile swinging hot bat for Cardinals
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Todd
Zeile said it doesn't matter to
him whether the ball is juiced up
this season.
"If somebody wants to cut the
ball open and analyze it, that's
fine with me," Zeile said Sunday
after his sixth home run, his fifth
in five games, helped the St.
Louis Cardinals beat the Houston
Astros 5-4.
Zeile, who didn't hit his sixth
home run last year until July 23,

National League
Sunday's Games
Atlanta 3, Pittsburgh 0
Cincinnati 5, Florida 2
St. Louis 5, Houston 4
Chicago 12, Colorado 1
San Diego 6, Philadelphia 5
San Francisco 4, New York 2
Los Angeles 7, Montreal 1

said he hasn't thought much
about his power streak.
"I'm just trying to hit it," he

Wherever you go Cooper
go on Cooper tires!
TIRFS

* American-Made ... Quality You Can Trust!
OPEN
-Fn
7-5
Sot 7-Noon

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111

* * * * * * *

* * * * * *

said.
St. Louis trailed 4-2 in the
eighth when Ray Lankford led
off with a double off Shane Reynolds. Jefferies singled, pulling
St. Louis within a run, took third
on Zeile's single off Tom Edens
(2-1) and scored on Gilkey's
groundout.
Brian Jordan's double sent
Gilkey to third, and Gilkey
scored on the wild pitch by Mike
Hampton, the fourth pitcher of

the inning.
"He had turned the ball over
for a sinker on the previous pitch,
and I was looking to see if he
might throw one in the dirt,"
Gilkey said.
Zeile, usually a slow starter, is
hitting .239.
"I guess that's not so bad after
being at .150 a week ago," he
said. "Considering how I usually
start out, I'd have to say this is a
big improvement."

LULUAl

Ultimate Communications of Murray, Ky. can
repair your VCR, stereos & small electronics.
—Full Time Certified Tochnrcian—

Ultimate
Communications

810 B Sycamore St. • Murray • 753-2640
Nom: I aia.4 p.nt Mon.-Fit • Orew Tint Robertson
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Lady Racer tennis team second in OVC

SPORTS

BRIEFS

SW Report
Murray Ledger & Timis
The Murray State Lady Racer
leARIS teas finished a close second at the OVC women's tennis
championships Saturday, while
the Racer tennis team will be
playing for the OVC title today at
Nashville's Centennial
Sportsples.
The Lady Racers led the OVC
championships going into Saturday, but couldn't withstand a
strong charge from TennesseeMartin. The Pacers scored 52

Strikers complete exhausting weekend
The Murray Strikers, a Murray-Calloway County ender-12 boys'
soccer team, had a very good weekend on April 16 and 17, competing in matches against teams from Calvert City and Madisonville.
On Saturday, the Strikers defeated two teams from Madisonville
by scums of 4-1 and 7-1. In the first game, the Strikers got goals
from Caleb Reinhardt, Jeremy Weber, Micah Morris and Jordon
Carlisle. In the second game, Mau Yeaerski and Carlisle scored
two goals apiece.
On Sunday, Murray visited Calvert City and came away with a
1-1 tie and 1-0 win. Murray is now 3-2-2 on the season.

because
fenders.
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Bullets coach Unseld resigns Sunday

Tensive
running
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aft, and
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10 State

LAN DOVER, Md. (AP) — Washington coach Wes Unseld
shocked a capacity crowd by announcing his retirement moments
after the Bullets' 117-99 victory over Charlotte in the season finale
Sunday.
The 48-year-old Hall of Fame center said he's ending his sevenyear teare — the longest of any active head coach — but will
continue his duties as vice president of the team and Centre Group
Partnership. The Bullets were 24-58 this season and 202-345 overall under Unseld.
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FROM PAGE 8
Cal, a pass rusher who people in
New England will expect Bill
Parcells to turn into Lawrence
Taylor. Parcells was more
inclined to compare him to Chris
Doleman, who was traded from
Minnesota to Atlana for the Falcons' top draft pick next year and
a second-round pick this year.
"I think, at worst, that's what
you've got," Parcells said. "At
worst, he's a good pass rushing
defensive end and, at best, he's a

Larry Krouse Insurance
105 N. 12th (next to McDonald 6!

... •..

Good service, 759-9888
good coverage,
good priceLike a good neighbor,
That's
State Farm is there
State Farm 4 Sr.. Farm hstran:* Comparas
Norm Met aloomonpan Woe
insurance.

Jordan's hitting streak at 11 games
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — Michael Jordan extended his hitting streak to 11 games with an infield single in the fourth inning
of Birmingham's 5-3 loss to Nashville in the Southern League on
Sunday. He's hitting .326 in 46 at-bats.

PRO BASKETBALL
Final Gismos
EASTERN CONFERENCE
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Marcus Brown won the high
jump.
Lyndon Hepburn took second
in the 400 hurdles, Chris Barber
took second in the triple jump
and Greg Deaves took second in
the shot put.
Brown, an All-OVC performer
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guy that can also drop into pass
coverage."
McGinest Was the man the
Dallas Cowboys wanted but failed to trade up for.
When New England chose him,
owner Jerry Jones, taking over
for departed coach Jimmy Johnson as the Cowboys' chief selector, slumped over in his chair and
slammed his forehead in
frustration.
The Cowboys ended up by
moving up from 28th to 2.1rd and

Sponsored By:

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Los Angeles second baseman Delino
DeShields, knocked unconscious when he collided with right fielder Raul Mondcsi on Saturday night, was released from Centinela
Hospital on Sunday. DeShields, who sustained a concussion, was
not at Dodger Stadium for Sunday night's game against Montreal.

to most
alloway

at No. 4 singles, whirMoulder
and Granacki at No. 2 doubles
and Hall and Carroll at No. 3
doubles each finished third.
On the men's side, the Racers
are scheduled to face Middle
Tennessee at noon for the OVC
title. On Sunday, the Racers

taking Shame Carver, a hybrid
like McGinest who is considered
more a long-term project.
After McGinest, Indianapolis
moved up to take Ncbraska linebacker Trey Alberts; the Bucs
took Diller and San Francisco
moved up to take defensive
tackle Bryant Young of Notre
Dame to plug the gaps in their
defensive line. Then Seattle took
another defensive lineman, Sam
Adams of Texas A&M.
Cleveland took Alabama cor-

nerback Antonio Langham with
the ninth pick; Arizona took linebacker Jamir Miller; Chicago
took Alcorn State linebacker John
Thierry; the New York Jets got
cornerback Aaron Glenn of Texas
A&M; and New Orleans took
defensive end Joe Johnson of
Louisville.
In the second round, the biggest moves were the products of
trades. The Vikings used Atlanta's second round pick to take
David Palmer.

defeated Eastern Kentucky 4-0
and Tennessee-Martin 4-0 to
move into the finals.
Murray State is seeded No. 2
while the Blue Raiders are the
No. I seed.

SCOREBOARD

Dodgers' DeShields released from hospital

group
:rs that
e. Murctrig the

- Murray State's Susan Moulder
No. 2 doubles title,
defeating LeAnne Melgaanl of
Middle Tennessee 6-4, 0-6, 6-2.
The win earned Moulder, a
sophomore from Lower Hutt,
Wellington, New Zealand, AllOVC honors.
Chris Granacki at No. 5 singles
and Amy Hall at No. 6 singles
each finished second in the tournament, as did the No. 1 doubles
duo of Heather Donovan and
Renca Cates.
DcAnna Carroll finished third
won the

1

MARTINSVILLE, Va.(AP) — Rusty Wallace, who started from
the pole and led 319 of 500 laps, edged Ernie Irvan by four carlengths Sunday to win the Hanes 500 at Martinsville Speedway.
Wallace, who averaged 76.714 mph in his Ford Thunderbird on
the .526-mile oval, survived a penaltj, that sent him to the rear of
the field after he was caught speeding on pit road following a stop
on lap 323. He regained the lead by beating lrvan out of the pits on
lap 43&
lrvan's finish, combined with an 11th-place for Dale Earnhardt,
moved him into the series point lead by 25 points over Earnhardt.

facNoway
m won
Conferlarshall

points to Murray State's 49.
"These kids played with a lot
of heart and determination," said
Lady Racer coach Connie Kea.
sling. "Where we feel short in
talent and depth we Were able to
make up for it with heart and
desire. Our hard work during the
season got us high seeds, and
that's how we won 12 of the 15
matches on Friday. We won five
of 12 on Saturday. If we could
have won a couple of more,
things might have been
different."

•Cincinnati...

Wallace edges irvan to win Hanes 500

ing

for the Racer basketball team,
won the high jump with a jump
of 6-foot-10. With a previous
season's best of 6-6, Brown narrowly missed breaking the stadium record of 7-2.
Murray State had 29 season's
best and 11 personal bests during
Saturday's meet, according to
Pate.
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Youth Tennis Clinic
sponsored by

MSU Women's Tennis
& Wilson PeeWee Tennis
'Iwo clinics, one for 4 & 5 year olds and-iine
for 6,7, & 8 year olds will be held during
the month of May on the MSU campus. The $30
registration fee includes seven one-hour instruction
sessions and a free gift from Wilson for each
participant. Each session is'limited to 20 people,
with registration being held Tuesday, April 26, and
Thursday, April 28,from 5:30 -6:30 p.m. at the
Bennie Purcell Courts on the MSII campus.
All equipMern will

be provided

Call 762-6462 For
More Information
All proceeds benefit the MSU
Women's Tennis Scholarship Fund

WARNING!

1995 Ford
Windstar

Don't be misled or lied to by out-of-town companies trying to
sell cable programming! The only thing they can offer you is a
satellite dish, which is the same thing we offer, but we are a local
business,licensed and insured and we will be here after the sale.
Will they?
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Satellite Television Systems
It's The yery Best In Home Entertainment!

med in
placing
id fifth

24 BASICS
• Headline News • ESPN • CNN • USA
Network (E&W) • TBS • The Family
Channel (E&W) • Comedy Central
(E&W)• Bravo • ME • E! TV • The
Learning Channel • The Weather
Channel • CMTV • Discovery (E&W)•
Lifetime (E&W)• TNN • BET •
American Movie Classics • ESPN 2

Is

HBO

II over
s pitch,
: if he
dirt,"

C nemax

OR

/10

SHOPIOWE

$23.25 Mo.

TOO ELT6 HBO's
3 Clnemax's
2 Disneys
2 Showtlmes
2 Movie Channels
22 Sports Only
Networks
ALSO, YOU SLY
WHAT CABLE
DOES NOT 0177011!
ESPN2 Comedy Central
The Cartoon Network
American Movie Classic
Spice I & U • Exxxtasy TV
Adam & Eve • Playboy

CATCH THE EXCITEMENT
WITH THE NEW 1995 FORD

FAMILY
PAK

p.

28 CHANNELS
22 Services
CARI510
14 E LjWCR
The Family Channel (E&W) • The
Weather Channel • Lifetime
(E&W) • Primo Network • TBS •
Bravo • Comedy Central (E&W)•
American Movie Classics • TNN •
CMTV • CNN • Headline News •
ME • USA Network (E&W) •
Discovery (E&W) • Prime Time
(ABC, CBS, NBC)
24 • Nickelodeon (E&W) • TNT •

Now

$16.50 Mo.

irter, is
Movies • Home &
COMING SOON! Amenca's Talking • Military Channel • Romance Classics • Turner Classic
Horizons TV • Golden

id after
/o," he
usually
his is a

Garden TV • Eco Channel • Fitness & Exercise TV • Games Channel • Ovation Fine Arts Channel •
America Network • Jazz Channel • GOLF CHANNEL • Booknet • History Channel • TV Macy's • Viva TV • World African
Network •CNN International • Catalog Channel• Garning and Entertainment Network • Talk Channel• Planet Central• New
Culture Network • Therapy Channel and Talk TV

Here it is,..the all new front-wheel drive Ford Windstar — the future of
mini vans. The unique design is longer and wider for better maneuverability and more interior space. But the true joy of the new Windstar is
revealed on the road. The car-like ride is the smoothest in its class. It's a
confident, secure driving experience.
Stop by today and get a good look at the new Windstar. Better yet,take one
for a test drive. Experience it for yourself.

* BEST SELECTION * BEST PRICE * BEST SERVICE
Windstar Major Standard Equipment:
•Dual Air Bags
•4-Wheel Anti-Lock Brakes
•3.8 L V-6 Engine w/Automatic Overdnve
•7-Passenger High Back Cloth
Bucket Seats w/Armrests
•5 MPN Bumpers

Your Local Connection
pp. nip,.

CALL (502) 759-1835

111011111101110/

"Murray's Only Complete Home Entertainment Center"

;an

11

SOUND DESIGNg
AUDIO/VIDEO

Master Cord

Visit Our,Showroom at 808 Coldwater Rd.
*
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All Cars, Trucks and
Vans! In Stock

All Cars, Trucks and
Vans! In Stock

$10000

$10000

Over Invoice

Over Invoice

and Then You Get the Rebate

All Full Size
Conversion Vans

500

Includes All
Camaros
Full Size Pickups
In Stock!

Below Invoice
and Then You Get the Rebate

NOW THRU
TUES., MAY 3RD

NOW THRU
TUES., MAY 3RD

PEPPERS
PEPPERS
Chevrolet • Oldsmobile
Chrysler • Plymouth
Dodge • Jeep • Eagle

Cadillac - Geo

2400 E. Wood • Paris
642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816

2420 E. Wood • Paris
642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229

411.
V&I

110.
tAl

IIllfl%tJIt

Jeep
Eagle

Plymouth'

Dodge

ANN
CHEVROLET

41.
Dodge
DIVeTrurtis

101cismobile

G.
NO DEALERS, PLEASE
-Legal Mumbo Jumbo: Prices are plus tax, title and licenses. Dealer holdback

-Legal Mumbo Jumbo: Prices are plus tax, title and licenses. Dealer holdback

and Factory to Dealer Incentives retained by dealer.

and Factory to Dealer Incentives retained by dealer.

USED CARS, TRUCKS & VANS • USED CARS, TRUCKS & VANS
1994 Geo Metro — 2 dr., hatchback, P.S., P.B., air,
AM/FM stereo, 5 speed, 6,000 miles. 1 owner,
factory warranty.

1993 Chevrolet C1500 Conversion — ground
effects, sportside, fade paint, 7,000 miles.
Everything right down to the radar detector.

1993 Cadillac Seville — frost beige, beige leather,
9,000 miles. New Cadillac trade.

1993 Pontiac Sunbird L.E. —2 dr.. 4 cyl., 5 speed,
ABS, P.S., P.B., air, AM/FM cassette, tilt, 19,000
miles, 1 owner, factory warranty.
1993 Mustang LX — 4 cyl., 5 speed, P.S., P.B., air,
cruise, AM/FM stereo, sunroof, 35,000 miles.
factory warranty.

1992 Chevrolet Silverado — long wheel base, 350
engine, full power, two tone. 1 owner, new truck
trade-in.

1992 Chevy Conversion Van Mark Ill SWB —
auto., P.S., P.B., air, power window & locks, tilt &
cruise, television. Very nice, 35,000 miles. 1
owner.

1992 Lumina Euro —4 dr., v-6, auto., P.S., P.B., air,
ABS, power windows & locks, tilt & cruise, AM/FM
cassette, 28,000 miles, factory warranty.

1992 Cavalier RS — 4 dr., 4 cyl., auto., P.S., P.B., air,

1991 S-10 Tahoe — V-6, 5 speed, P.S., P.B., air, twotone, tool box, AM/FM stereo.

tilt, power locks, ABS,31,000 miles.

1992 Chevrolet Camaro RS — bright red, auto., full
power, T-tops, 26,000 miles. New Camaro trade.

1992 Dodge Dakota Sport — 30,000 miles, V-6
engine, alloy wheels, new car trade.

1992 Plymouth Acclaim — 4 dr., V-6, auto., tilt.
cruise, P.S., P.B., air, AM/FM stereo, 36,000 miles.
1992 Ram Charger— V-8, auto., P.S., P.B., air,
AM/FM cass., running boards. 1-owner, 14,000
miles. As new as used get! X-Ferr warranty.

1992 F-150 Flairside XLT — v-8, 5 speed, P.S., P.B.,
air, AM/FM cassette, rear slider, tool box, bed liner.
1 owner, 36,000 miles.
1992 Dodge D150 LE —318 V-8, 17,000 miles, beige
with cloth interior.
1992 Chevy 1500 Cheyenne LWB — V-6, 5 speed,
P.S., P.B., air, AM/FM stereo, bed liner. 1 owner,
factory warranty, 22,000 miles.
1991 Chevrolet Caprice Classic - leather, full
power, alloy wheels. 1 owner,56,000 miles.

1991 Chevrolet S10 — short wheel base, 35,000
miles, white with blue interior, air conditioning. 1
owner, new truck trade.

1991 Toyota Pickup 4x4— 26,000 miles, air
condiioning. 1 owner, new truck trade.
1991 Toyota Corolla DX — four door, automatic, air
conditioning, 52,000 miles, good clean car.
1991 Ford Aerostar XL - 7 passenger, front & rear
air cond., med. blue with blue cloth.
1990 Chevrolet Lumina APV — 1 owner, new truck
trade in. 67,000 miles, all the seats, burgundy with
burgundy cloth:
1990 Oldsmobile Calais S — 37,000 miles, Quad 4
engine, automatic, four door sedan. Sharp little car.

1989 Honda Accord LXI — full power. sunroof,
automatic., 74,000 miles, clean car.
1989 Plymouth Voyager —4 cyl., auto., P.S., P.B.,
air, 7 passenger, AM/FM cassette, tinted windows,
rear-defrost & wiper.
.

1989 Chevrolet S10 — 30,000 actual miles, alloy
wheels.

1988 Oldsmobile 98 Regency Brougham — 1
owner. Antelope with brown cloth.
1988 Ford Bronco ll — four wheel drive, two-tone
paint, automatic, runs and drives good.
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Proper tools aid in developing prosperous garden
Each gardening season I seem
to run out of room in my established flower beds for all the
plants I have acquired.
I find myself in die position of
having to add new beds or
expand old ones. So, in the early
part of the gardening year. I
spend the sunny days stripping
off sod and turning organic matter into the newly exposed earth.
Whcn I'm in the middle of digging a new bed. I never fail to be

Growing In
The Garden
By Cathleen Lalicker
glad that several years ago I
decided to invest in some good
gardening tools.
I know there are some folks

who are going to say that a
shoN4ci- is a shovel. How can one
be any better than another?
For tome people, one spade
may not be any more useful than
another. But tools are most useful
when they fit the person using
them. I am short and have never
been able to use a long-handled
spade effectively.
So I have a garden spade with
a shorter than usual handle. It is
not sixed for someone six feet
tall. The same is true of my gar-

den fork, which I have used to
turn over all my garden beds and
have never bent a tine or snapped
a handle.
Another indispensible tool for
me is the mattock. This looks like
a pick except instead of having
two pointed ends on the head, it
has one pointed end and one
broad flat end.
It is the broad end I find useful
tor stripping sod. You can get
just under the roots and take very
little dirt with the sod. The last

thing any gardener wants to do is,
haul away the topsoil just to get
the grass off.

also for weeding. It works better
than one of those dandelion forks
for getting out dandelions.

The trick with this took is to
learn to use the weight of the
head to do most of the work.
If I could have only one small
hand tool, it would be a transplanting trowel. It is narrower

Again, getting a good quality
tool is important. If the trowel
bends the first time it hits a little
resistance. it if not of any use to
anyone.

than a regular trowel and for me,
much more useful.
U is great for transplanting
small plants, planting bulbs and

The sun is out again today. My
gardening tools and I are beginning to wish for rain. We could
all use the rest.

Prevention of scarring necessary skill for horse owners
It seems almost dumb to consider
first aid for cuts on horses, but with
increasing attention being paid to
scarring on some breeds of horses it
might be a good idea to know how to
treat cuts so that scarring is minimal.
Broken skin is caused by a multitude of things. Glass,tin and barbed
wire account for many cuts. Running into wooden fences or partitians split and gash the skin. Kicks,
bites and rips on nails are other
causes.
Best advice for preventing cuts
and consequent scarring is common
sense. Keep fences strong and tight,
no loose boards. Don't park machinery in a field containing horses.
Leave no boards,junk or brush piles
in the field. Fill holes with rocks
and tramp dirt on top of them.
Repair jagged culverts or water
troughs. Seek to avoid trouble.
If. however, trouble seeks you

out and your horse gets cut, first
catch the animal, clean the wound
and inspect the injury. If blood is
draining or running, or dipping,
pack the wound with sterile clothes
and wait a kW minutes. It should
stop. If blood is spurting, you likely
have an artery cut. That requires
more pressure or a tourniquet, as
well as your veterinarian.

Call your veterinarian. Some
wounds do beucr left alone. There
is often better drainage, less swelling and less warring. Others need to
be sutured. Still others need naps of
skin cut off.
If you and your veterinarian
decide for you to treat the animal
yourself, remember to trim the hair
away from the wound. Hair invites
bacteria and also frequently irritates
the open wound. Clipped hair will
grow back more quickly than will a
bald area where serum and pus have
seeped.
Washing the wound daily with
soap and water frequently does
better than applying salve.
Wounds of the feet and lower leg
should always receive veterinary
attention. These wounds arc especially prone to scarring and granulation.
And it is these wounds that arc

sometimes misidentified as being
caused by illegal training practices
rather than accidents.
A record of veterinary treatment
for an accidental wound can often
offset an accusation of using illegal

tion when using-equipment in order
to assure that cpnservation practices
are being maintained as required by
the conservation plan.
Crop Residue Management consists of management practices that
allow for the maintenance of crop
residues at required levels as stated
in the plan. Equipment usage that
destroys crop residue should be
monitored closely.
Private and commercial spray
applicators should be aware of the
impact of herbicides on conservation practices such as grassed waterways, filter strips, and other practices that are maintained in permanent vegetation as required

according to the conservation plan.
Landowners and others who are
responsible for applying conservation plans should periodically review the plans with tenants, crop
consultants, and commercial fertilizer and pesticide applicators, etc.
This will ensure that all persons
are made aware of the plan and have
a knowledge of the location and
extent of conservation practices that
are required to be maintained.
Producers having questions regarding the applications of their conservation plans should visit the Soil
Conservation Service at 201 Johnny
Robertson Rd. in Murray or by
calling 753-5151.

I.R.A.s

Never needs scraping or
painting, will never rust, rot or
corrode, will never chip, crack
or shatter.

K Seal down shingles
L Overhang covered

I Treated
bottom plates
F it studs. 16 OC

/
0

G. 7'
Bland.,
under sidtng

• Overhead steel
door
N Steel service door
0 2.4 fascia
aluminum covered
P 2110 headers
O are raised cud)

F

14 Masonic& wood or vinyl siding

We otter you. FREE Estimates, References and Location of
Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.

Deluxe
BM) Ccsrm•liNtsri

FARM
BUREAU

1,4 CAR (12.20)
2 CAR (18.20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22.22)
2' 1 CAR (24.24)

INVESTMENTS

LARGE 2', CAR (24.30)

753-4703

PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT

"•••••••••••

$3,525
S4,325
$4,625
54,825
$5,425

1,
2 CAR (12.20)
2 CAR (18.20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22.22)
2' 7 CAR (24.24)
LARGE 2''r CAR (24.30)

$4,025
$4,725
$5,125
$5,225
$5,925

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL

011.0
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SER ALL
1703 Hwy. 121 North • Murray

SPRING
FEVER
SPEC

SPRING ALERT!

foki

TERMITES: The #1 Cause of Home Deterioration.
As a home owner, you can not ignore the threat of termite damage. Termites do
more damage than all fires, hurrlcans and tornadoes combined! The cost of
year,
the termite problem in the United States is approaching one billion dollars a
with about one in every fifty homes being damaged. Chances are, there are
termites in your neighborhood right now. They can invade any home or building
that is not protected against them.

t•
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MOISTURE: The #2 Cause of Home Deterioration.
Home owners will spend over one billion dollars this year in repairs due to
excessive moisture damage. Many homes suffer from excessive moisture rising
from the ground beneath the home. This can cause wet rot, sweating windows,
mold, musky odor and mildew. The installation of a moisture barrier and automatic
help
foundation vents can greatly reduce this problem. This procedure will also
polyethylene
mil
a
6
your home to be more energy efficient. The Moisture Barrier is
ground cover. This reduces the amount of moisture rising from the ground. The
Automatic Foundation Vents are controlled by the outside temperature of the air;
opening at 60° and closing at 40°. This allows your home to breathe year round.

/4

TROY-BILT® CHIPPER!VAC

Come in now and see just how easy spring clean up
can be with the amazing ChipperNac. When you buy,
you'll receive a $50 Factory-Direct Rebate Certificate,
too! Ask your Dealer for details.

1•410111111111one•lkes Reprdng Cavil Term The Amuil Percenlise Aim bawl ce put Mit cl imeknot•as Ice
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OTROIABILT

Murray Home
Chestnut St.

Auto
73-274

protection
Our economical Quarterly Pest Control Service wraps up our home
covers
and
house
the
inside
of
the
plan. This service is usually performed on
baiting
the
include
we
And
roaches, silverfish, ants, moths,fleas and waterbugs.
contract
signed
a
on
based
for mice and rats for one low price. The "Quarterly" is
contract
at an annual fee of $100.00; payable at $25.00 once every 3 months. The
guaranteed.
completely
is automatically renewable and the service is

WE WANT TO BE YOUR TOTAL HOME SERVICE COMPAN
•'

502-753-6433
800-264-1433

Murray & Calloway County
Toll Free
Serving You Since 1963

•

All Work Reasonably Priced And Fully Guaranteed
Mention This Ad For A 10% Discount On All New Services t A
.,
Performed April 14 Thru Ms 31, 1994
41,

•
- 41*icaeleyeerm-4.-

•

•

We offer complete Underneath Structural Repair and
Seamless Gutter Installation.

may of the
TROY-BILT 7.
Year Warranty

Coma Sag Try& Save Today
TROY-&L r Dealer

Barbara Holland - Distributor

(502)345-2776 • Mayfield, KY

I. Self-supporting 2.6
trusted rafters 2 ft
0C
J ', plywood
decking

Termite & Pest Control Company

20 Veer Warranty

Holland Fence Co.

Completely Elected Including Concrete Floors
Not Pre rub Carpenter Built All Ouality Materials

%andel concrote
D. Anchor bolts
in concrete

7-

•

CHECK THESE
FEATURES:

C. Polyurethane

• Make No Payments until Fall when you apply
and qualify for our TROY-BILT Easy Pay Plan!
• Powerful Vacuum and efficient shredder
reduce volume 10:1!
• Auto-Feeding Chipper for branches
up to 3-1/2" thick!
WAOIAIITT
• Convenient Autobagger packs material
Ask your Dealer
into removable bag for easy disposal!
for complete
•7-Year Warranty!
details and a free
Designed and engineered to
withstand exposure to all kinds of
weather without deterioration.
Strong and flexible with lasting
beauty. Safe for all horses.

Owner, DWAIN WARREN

reinforced with
wire mesh
12 footing

Cross Country.
417C Fence

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
MELBER, KY • (502) 674-5530

A • concrete floor

Calloway to receive
loan assistance
Farmers Home Administration
State Director, Thomas G. Fern,
announced that Calloway is
among 17 Kentucky counties that
have been designated to receive
emergency loan assistance
through FmHA because of damages and losses caused by freezing rain, which occurred in Tennessee Feb. 9 and 10.
FmHA will make physical loss
loans up to $500,000 with a statutory 3.75 interest rate, subject
to a theorist for credit. The actual
loan amount will be limited to the
amount necessary to restore the
farm to its pre-disaster condition.
Applications will be received
through Dec. 1, 1994.
According to Fern, loan application forms may be obtained at
the Farmers Home Administration offices serving each county.

And in such cases they will treat
your animal with prevention ol
scarring in mind.

TO REPORT LOCAL NEWS...CALL 753-1916

Producers must adhere to conservation plans
Agricultural producers who grow
crops on (I-1EL) Highly Erodible
Land and who participate in certain
USDA programs must be actively
applying a Soil Conservation Service (SCS) approved conservation
plan in order to retain eligibility to
receive benefits from those programs.
In Calloway County, many conservation plans are being applied
that include conservation practices
such as crop residue management,
be maintained according to the plan
to assure the effectiveness of the
practices as they are applied to
control soil erosion.
Producers should exercise cau-

will certainly teach you how to use
first aid for accidental injuries.

training methods.
Your veterinarian is aware of the
increasing attention being paid to
horses by animal rights activists,
and while he or she will not help you
hide illegal training practices, they
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CLASSIFIED AD RATES
121.1P1gY itch

TO PLACE
AN AD

$5.00 C4r.siumn ctt
so% amours end hos
4101. Discount led INIft
(A4 I Aar AO1wisnot DIN Aildlad)
$1 75 per coksnwi Inch extra for
Tuesday 01hopping Guk$e)

Reader Adi
254 per word. &5.00 minimum
at day 5C pet word per day for
eacPt (additional consecuer•
cloy $1.75 extra for Shopper
(hies Classifieds go Into Shopping Guide) $2.00 isidro for
blind box ads.

•

XcialcifILSLersogbd
A $200 see we be required So maks
ClIff owl:Inge* kr oct Whir deadline.

010
020
025
030
040
050

Legai Notice
Notice
Personae,
Card of Plonks
In Memory
LOS& Found

••

••

110
280
285

FARMERS MARKET

330
310
320
330
340
360

Form Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
Pourtry & Supplies
Prock.rce
Feed & Seed

190
370
390
400
550

Dcmeenc & ChIckare
Situation Wonted
Bumness Opport-snITY
instruction

133

irisuronc•
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating & Cooing
Services Offered

010
230
250
290
530

Help WC111111165

060
070
090

IRA NSPORTA TION

REAL ESTATE RENIAL
Mobile Homes for Pent
Mobile Horn* Lots for Rent
Business Rentols
Wont To Rent
Apartments For Pent
Rooms For Pent
Houses For Pent
For Pent or Lease

Motorcycies
. Auto Seences
Auto Ports
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

470

480..
485
490
495
500
510
520

Murray State University is accepting
sealed bids for
surplus property
,MUR -093H-94)
such as; assorted
scrap metal, portable fuel tanks
300-500 gal., assorted air conditioning units, hot
water fan coils.
Bids will be accepted until 2:00
p.m., May 11, 1994.
information
For
call: Elvis Green
(502) 762-4435.

FOUND male puppy red
with brownish back Found
new South 4th St & Blalock
Funeral Home 753-2953
Ladies Jules
LOST
Jurgenson wrist watch
small stones around face
Tues near Walrnart & Pen
ney's Reward 474-8844

OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora
Closed
Open 5pm
Mon -Tues Pizza, salads,
hot sandwiches. gyros &
bread sticks Dine-in or
carry out 474-8119 or
1-800-649-38041

CANCER
INSURANCE

020

Notice

SEARS
Open Sundays
1 p.m.-4 p.m.
753-2310

Wont To &re

165

AnnokAN

170
180
195
2(0
210
220
240
260
380

Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
Heavy Equipment
SPOrts Ei14.spenent
Firewood
Music of
MasceSoneous
T.V & Poo
Pets & Supolies

No age limit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For free information call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
'Nos local damn sorsics"

Leger
Notice

LOST liver & white Pointer
wearing orange collar, lost
in vacinity of Johnny
Robertson Rd & Woodgate
Subdivision Please call
day or night 753 7379 or
753-8909 Reward offered

DELI HELP
NEEDED
Apply in person at
Owens Food
Market
ACTIVITIES Director
needed Must be 55yrs old
or older & meet income
guidelines Call 753-0929
or come by Senior Citizens
Office at 607 Poplar St,
Murray
ANSWERING phones for
small businesses in local
area S9/hr. full or part-time
Start now 502-329-0275

S1 000 weekly stuffing en
velopes at home No experience Free information/
supplies No obligation
Send self-addressed
stamped envelope to Horizon. Dept FF. PO Box
2149, Brownwood. TX
76804

Bill No., Map Location/Address

Bolen, Virginia; 440; Tr/Fox Meadows.

Amount Due

255.60
255.60
13.12
144.83
296.70

40.91

Boyd, Charlotte; 475; 5-18-10/512 S 13th

321.35

Brady, Sandra; 507; Tr/Riviera

100.19

54.58
Cain, Brent; 697; Tr/Coach Estates
Cathey, Mary Brandon; 800; 1-02-12/1802 College Fm. Rd... 158.60
25.44
Catlett, George E.; 806; 10-26-11A/Cherry
41.89
Catlette, Yvonne; 807; 10-26-14/707 S. 3rd
Charette, Raymond J. PSC; 841; Tangibles
Chief Automotive Systems Inc.; 852; Tangibles
Claghom, Brad; 878; Tr/Riviera

•

MISCELLANEOUS
410

540
560
570

Public Sore
For Trooe
Fuse Column
Wonted

OFFICE HOURS',
Mon.-FA. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
010411111114 Ore 2 days

In adv.:1mM

DO you need a GED? Do
you need hope for the fu
ture and help to get a solid
career? We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students Call
753-9378 Five days a week
between 8 00arn-3 00pm
This protect es funded by
the Job Training Partner
ship Ad through the Kentucky Department for Employment Services and the
West Kentucky Private Industry Council This is an
Equal Opportunity program Auxiliary aids and services are available upon
request to individuals with
disabilities

APPLJCATIONS being taken for afternoon disApply at
hwasher
Granny's, 1006 Chestnut

COUNTER person
needed, full or part ome
Apply in person at Boone s
Cleaners 605 Main
Murray

NOW hiring Part time
full time positions available Apply in person at The
Big Apple Cafe Puryear,
TN Must be 21 years of
age 901 247 5798

BOOKKEEPING with good
computer skits Fuli or parttime, depending on availability Salary commensurate with experience &
skis Send resume to PO
Box 1594, Murray, KY
42071
EXPERIENCED waitress

afternoons. fultemei parttime including weekends
Apply IR person Idler 3pm
Ann's Country Kis:hen
EXPERIENCED carpenter
needed 489-2303

234.76
190.08
31.98

Coats, Terra; 917; 9-27-04/407 N. 1st
Count, James S., Jr.; 1046; Tr/Riviera
Crocker, Harold Ray; 1094; Tr/Riviera
Crutchfield, Gregory T.; 1118; 9-22-15/400 N. 3rd

15.58
.58.62
108.47
64.08

D & M Market; 1156; Tangibles
Davis, Christopher Lee; 1188; Tr/Riviera
Delta Nu Housing Corp.; 1201; 1-20-09/505 N. 16th
Dillingham, Mary; 1229; Tr/Riviera
Downs, Kyle; 1295; Tr/Fox Meadows

49.17
44.23
321.35
25.59
24.33

Drennon, Tonya S.; 1304; 3-02-02/915 Waldrop
Drennon, Tonya S.; 1305; 3-02-91/910 N. 16th
Dunbar, Ella Est.; 1321; 10-26-15/709 S. 3rd
Duncan', Jeffrey L.; 1324; 4-11-38/321 Irvan •
Duncan, Jeffrey Lee &
Michael Lopez; 1325; 9-06-21/306 N. 6th

411.76
239.14
29.56
295.05

Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
112 So 12th
Murray, KY 42071

IMMEDIATE opening for
experienced dependable
car clean up person Year
round employment
502-437-4127

(Doors open at 6 001

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 West to Johnny Robertson Road. South to So
Hale Road. right on Sp Halo Road 114 mole
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

Lowest Rates in Town
Daily. Weekly or Monthly Rates

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies
are now standardized into 10 plans
offering different levels of benefits. We
can write 7 of the plans on a "guaranteed issue" basis (no health questions)
and the policies will be issued at the
lowest available premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+
rated companies to give you the best
possible rates and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

7534199

Murray

v•riMvoMMIrmuveor
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Public Hunts 01111040•fisiii..04411y1 • 1111111•1•11 rosie halt us Americam
Note
sad us Hie process by srach Mrs ceentry's ibtouperrocy ts preserved Its
arse 10111011114 is that p..54amust be ontematil it they •re to govern thenssavri
smospotently. Public Helms alvertssrise fait came lute hang ath the Corogromos
ef 1792. That Pods, matipasoria its respiortsehiltiv to Hos people. rsquirm• Nos
Peehmester G100•1111 to milvertiso ter bra tut Hoe cisrestruction ef no. past ellfices
Freon that orseessommin beiyonnswip to Pb. complex publication requirements on
tirdevell. Mete sad local lam taiga, government ellimmls have eison• mime tiaskd
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isbliqustsmoss hove boom fulfilled Thiry all conform* No ha es long a the potables
sloasimsds that it be rehonmerl trequerohy •nol by the best moons

Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice
.567.93
172.01
46.30
152.07
226.82
230.93
354.23
45.15
158.60
107.65
235.86
444.65
107.65
37.79
316.33
35.53
29.74
13.12
21.34
19.36
15.58
288.47
272.04
28.07
337.79
29.74
156.95
5
2
39
4..5
73
11
319.85
144.63
124.08
15.58
17.22
5
32
4.7
78
5
139.70
54.58
132.30
124.08
43.40
180.58
25.44
789.88
38.01

Manners, Emmanuel; 3000, 6-07-08/301 N. 8th
Manning, Paul; 3003; Tr/Fox Meadows

159.14
23.52

McCarty, John W., 3075; 3-14-25/216 N. 13th
McGuire, Dennis; 3166, Tr/Riviera

378.90
20.60

156.95
Mott, Terry; 3416; Tr/Coach Estates

.11

01

ow

•••

▪

010

Legal
Notice

PART-TIME maintenance
man Needs to be on call at
all times Needs expert
ence in plumbing electrical etc Inquires can be
made at 753-1970

NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION

P.O. Box 1033

753-0466

Dunnaway, Wilse; 1351; 9-09-15
Elkins, Harry; 1395; 51-62B/Old River Rd
Elkins, M.; 1398; Tr/Northwinds
Ellison, Anna; 1420; 9-06-08/315 N. 5th
Ellison, Anna & Richard Reed; 1422; 6-13-07/315 N. 7th
Ellison, Anna & Richard Reed; 1423; 9-06-06/321 N. 5th
Erwin, Martha 0.; 1452; 7-21-15/524 S. 6th
Farmer, Jo Ann & Carl; 1505; Tr/Riviera
Feulner, Walter & Dorothy; 1565; 7-09-03/400 S. 9th
Fike, Bobby, Sr.; 1572; 10-19-15/513 S. 4th
Fike, Bobby, Sr.; 1573; 10-19-12A/Cherry
Fike, Bobby, Sr.; 1574; 5-04-07/1505 Sycamore
Fike, Bobby, Sr.; 1575; 10-19-16/511 S. 4th
Fike, Bobby, Sr.; 1576; 10-19-17/509 S. 4th
Fox, Jerry D.; 1646; 9-05-17/502 Pine
Franklin, Francis; 1649; Tr/Fox Meadows
Gal, Gary; 1724; Tr/Riviera
Gammons, L.D • 1733• 9-03-01A/Pine
Gilbert, Johonna; 1820; 9-29-02/Ash
Hall, Howard & Betty; 1971; Tr/Riviera
Harding, Bert do Willie
Foster; 1996; 9-31-16A/N 2nd
Harp, Mary Beth &
Charles Robertson; 2012; 2-10-17/104 N. 17th
Harper, Gary L.
c/o Keith Brandon; 2014; 10-26-17/601 S. 4th
Hayden, Gary; 2079; Tr/Fox Meadows
Hill, Louis C.; 2162; 11-12-29/1616 Belmont
Holland, Richard W.; 2210; Tr/Riviera
Hombuckle, James; 2273; 9-23-13/506 N. Cherry
Hornbuckle, James; 2275; 10-03-01/502 Elm
Hombuckle, James; 2278; 11-20-06/1310 Kirkwood
Hook, Bonnie; 2300; 42-43A/1604 Wiswell
Howard, Michael P.; 2318; 9-05-12/409 N. 5th
Howard, Michael P.; 2319; 9-09-21/408 N. 5th
Hubbard, Louise
c/o Terra Coats; 2328; 9-27-03/409 N. 1st
Hubbard, Louise
do Terra Coats; 2329; 9-30-07/105 Pine
Hudspeth, Lindsey; 2341; 9-24-12/404 Cherry
Hutcherson, Clifford, Jr.; 2416; 9-30-12A/104 Spruce
Jenkins, Wanda; 2504; 7-12-13/418 So. 8th
Jennings, Todd & Trine; 2508; Tr/Riviera
Kenley, Lue Ellen; 2671; 9-30-09/101 Pine
King, Jerry D.; 2725; 9-30-02/209 Pine
Kirtley, Terry; 2738; Tr/Coach Estates
Knight, Jay; 2747; 42Q-06/1509 Danbury
Landrum, Gloria & Willia
Clovis & Cathina; 2825; 10-21-04/202 Mulberry
Latimer, Richard & Richard
Warren Latimer; 2866; 10-31-06/300 Sycamore
Lee, Billy; 2882; Tr/Riviera

• .' -1.-40•111•01111.100

HELP wanted TOT iandscap
ing crew General outside
labor, experience eel
come Applications at Hoff
man's, Hwy 94E

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Office 753-6910
1 -800-THE-DUCK

FULLTIME parcel delivery
driver Health insurance
furnished No lay-offs
Send resume to PO Box
528. Murray. KY 42071

til

locations Coast to Coast

010

Balustem, Linda; 214; 8-10-07A/704 Story
Barnett, John H.; 244; 7-12-23/417 S. 9th
Beaugard, Georgia; 300; Spruce
Big Kahuna Tanning Hut; 353; Tangibles
Blackford, Gladys H.; 385; 41-129/1804 Coldwater Rd.

•-"

Lots For Sore
Forms For Sae
Homes For Soie

450
460

Ks
Wanted

syUglyDuckling
MEZCZEMI

Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

1993 CITY OF MURRAY DELINQIJENT TAXES

•f-tovs. •-r." •

Peal Estate
Lake Properhe

Mee
Wanted

AM1111C/i s Second Car

9 BALL players for 7pm
Thursday & 2pm Sunday
Apply at Break Time Bellards. Dixieland Shopping
Center Progressive jackpot Also inquire about our
BCA sanctioned 9 ball
league starting May 16th
Call 759-9303

Listed below are incl. viduals,firms and corporations who have failed
to pay 1993 City of Murray Property Taxes.The amount set opposite the
property owners name is the amount of delinquent taxes, penalty and
interest. In addition to this amount,a $3.00 publication charge will be
added each time the delinquent account is published. Unpaid property
taxes become a lien upon the described properties until paid in full. The
City of Murray may utilize the tax foreclosure method authorized by
KRS 91.481 -91.527 for collection of unpaid taxes effective July 1, 1994.
Jo Crass
City Clerk

'

420
430
4.35
44C

SALES

Mobile Homes For Sole
For Sole or Loose
Home Loons

Nsip
Waded

"BECAUSE
//

Na me

270
365

Articles For Sate
Appliances
Horn* Furnishings

CES
NOTI
PUBLIC
THE PEOPLE MUST KNOW"

;CD

GiAL 15TATE

Computers
For SO* or Trod,

Ns
Wren

UPI
Neese

•

I 20
130
143
150
155
160

Dori

sin

•

PA i PC HANOISI

SERVICE S

EMPLOYMENt

ANNOUNC ME N 15

753-1916

CALL

MAMIE=
Adveallson ope steepened to
check Ilse bIneedlon of
P eir ods for any or. Mowry
Lodger & lbws MN be reapensibie for only on Incorrect ineedion. Any error
should be sepoteed kronenciely so conechons can be
mode.

---teneenswerisseweio---P -•

62.89
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Nance, Thomas W.; 3522; Tr/Riviera
Pate, Jeffrey L.; 3818; Tr/Riviera
Payne, James E.; 3827; 4-07-21/313 Woodlawn
Perry, Taylor Mrs.
do C.E. Rowlett; 3863; 9-30-03/205 Pine
Perry, Willie; 3867; 9-24-04/407 L.P. Miller.
Perry, Willie Earl; 3870; 9-29-08/408 N. 1st
Plunkett, Susan G.; 3920; 1-15-01/304 N. 17th
Poe, Joseph D., Jr.; 3923; 9-26-05A/114 Ash
Prescott, Linda J.; 3954; 8-03-03/1101 Story
Pridemore, James L.; 3963. 2-09-16/210 S. 16th
Reed, Donald Neal; 4075; 10-21-01/203 Cross
Reed, Neal; 4085; 9-27-11/404 L.P. Miller
Richard, Lagena J.; 4114; 11-11-17/1604 Catalina
Roberts, Jayson; 4179; Tr/Riviera
Rutledge, Anthony; 4348; 9-27-05/405 N. lit
Singleton, J.
do Lindell Singleton; 4559; 9-30-10
Sirls, Mark Kevin; 4562; Tr/Riviera
Skinner, John W.; 4568; 10-26-10A/201 Mulberry
Smith, Benita J.; 4573; 9-19-11/204 N. Cherry
Smith, Judy; 4597; Tr/Riviera
Smith, Phillip; 4610- Tr/Riviera
Spann, Martha Estate
do Cindy Leslie; 4666; 50-51A/1606 N. 4th
ta
Dale Wayne; 4700; 7-07-29/213 S. 11th
Snley,
Stephens, Tim; 4729; Tr/Coach Estates
Stubblefield, Kelly
do Raymond Stubblefield; 4780; 9-16-05/207 Cherry
Thomas, Jerry; 4890; Tr/Riviera
Thomason, Elizabeth
do Mary Beth Hart; 4899; 3-11-25/304 N. 14th
Thompson, Tim Scott; 4911; Tr/Riviera
Thornton, Elmo E.; 4914; 6-10-16/104 N. 9th
Thorpe, Bobby Lee; 4921; 9-19-03/209 L.P. Miller
Todd, Howard & Rita; 4963; 51-72/714 River
Todd, Myles W.; 4967; 50-35F/30I Andrus
Todd, Myles W.; 4968; Tangibles
Turnbow, Ben; 5023; 7-02-05/1103 Poplar
Turska, Jeff; 5046; Tr/Riviera
Utterback, Edd; 5076; 9-08-02/505 Walnut
Valley, Cynthia; 5082; Tr/Riviera
Vaughn, Jerry; 5107; Tr/Riviera
Walls, Ural L.; 5198; 10-21-02/201 Cross
Walls, Walter; 5199; 9-24-01/408 N. Cherry
Watkins, Richard Wayne; 5249; 4-06-10/219 Woodlawn
Weaver, Tracy; 5268; Pr/Fox Meadows
Wildey, Chester Lynn
do Frankie Brandon; 5343; 6-11-13/400 N 8th
Williams, Charles H.; 5353; 5-12-03A/522 Shady
Wilson, Jerry W.; 5411; 7-16-09/204 S 6th
Wilson, Larry L. &
Dorothy M. Hart; 5412; 6-04-14/1000 Olive
WofTord, Louise; 5444; Pleasant Hill Add
York, Kelvin; 5514; Tr/Coach Estates

uovomovier-*-'"'"

33.87

67.03
280.26
74.75
82.98
70.65
280.26
10.12
239.14
336.98
132.30
74.75
300.80
15.22
189.84

14.77
22.68

04
2.69
79
19
2
23.92
75.31
7
76
80.2
145.
2
33.87
70.65
25.59
158.60
25.59
144.63
91.20
2
34
21 ..2
216
521.32
5
272.04
58.32
35.12
31.79
132.30
7
47138
1240
2
79.45
247.37
198.06
.872.08
206.28
12.30
62.89

V.`
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DUMPUNS 305 S 1211 NON O." aPplicabore
will be intervieiving for se tor servoce sown anon
positions inquire atter octant haat YAP, how to do
TIMM Oaf repots Apply in
2Prn
person at 641 Super Shell
EARN up to $1000 weekly
WENDY'S
in Murray now s
prooessing mail Stan now
no experience free sup hiring day sme night Woe
plass free inionnation no all positions Alum be able
obligation Send SASE to to wort weekends Apply in
Utitome Dept 28 PO Box person
36 Bangs Tx 76823
EXCITING new opportun
D••••••
try •wri upio $3 000/mo
Calliber•
working in your area No
experience necessary CLEANING houses • my
business Fieliable and ex
502 569 1962
penenced references Cal
759-9553
INNOVATIVE new beauty Linda
salon located in heart of
town looking for bright
energetic cosnietologist to
rent chair $504veek Cal
today, 759 1874

5/21/94 thru 3/15195
5/21/94 thru 12/16/94

Employment

5/21/94 thru 2/20/95
5/21/94 thru 2r15/95

Guaranteed 3/4 of contract hours. All
tools provided Housing provided for
non-commuting workers. Transportation
and subsistence reimbursed to worker
upon completion of 50% of contract. Pay
rate is $5.29 hourly, contact your local
employment office.

753-0414

C & C Nursery
"The Do!ilily People-

Perennial beds our specialty.
We also do landscaping. muilching. trimming. seeding and
leveling yards and tractor Work.

1066 INTERNATIONAL
with duals. weights & some
heti equipment Good tractor Call 759 1588

LOOKING for yards to
mom 753-6226, 753-4168

753-2993
Murray Transportation Service
Murray's Newest Truck Service Dedicated To The
Owner Operator's Or Fleet Accounts
Services Offered Quarterly Fuel Tax Reporbng
(Individual or Fleet)• Fuel Decals Ordered • Payroll
Services • Insurance Claims Handed For You • Can
Obtain Cargo & Liability Insurance For You • Logs
Maintained For D 0 T Inspections • Safety Compliance Files Maintained In Compliance With D 0 T
Regulations • Forms 2290(Heavy Vehicle Road Tax
Filed) • License Plates Ordered • 1 C C Authority
Applied For Bill of Ladings Billed For You
Whatever your paper work needs are, we can help
For more Information please call 502-753-3084.

7.03
0.26

101

A 18 store route COMINTIgreeting card busi
necs No selling Requires
8-10 vs per week Income
to $1,000. a week Invest
ment required $15600
1-800-822-7454
FOR sale country hem and
wholesale meat business xi
Murray
75 3 - 1 8 2 7,
759-2500

fieds every day,including the Shopper.
for Si 11) a month (paid in advance).

Call 753-1916 for details.

'
Satellite Systems
'
Sales 'Service 'Parts
'Service After The Sale
'Systems Starting At 1,299
'Serving West Kentucky
Sinoe 1964
DISCOUNT PRICES ON SATELUTE EQUIPMENT

5.77
0.26
3.87

For More Information Call:
(502) 753-3107

0.65

5.59

WURUTZER Spinet piano.
good condition with matching bench, $600 delivered
437-4475

WANT to buy: antique furniture glassware 8 china 1
piece or houseful] Call
492-8128 between
10am-4 30pm
WANT to buy few acres for
small house 753-7257
WINDOW air conditioners.
working or not 753-5958
150
Articles
Fat Sib

AIR Temp sr conditioner,
17,500 BTU, used one
month Call 759-4622
EtOGARD trucking and excavating, inc We haul top
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
rock, np rap 759-1828.
NEW metal siding & roofing Cover 36- cut to length
in 10 colors, galvanized
and galvalume Secondary
if available Portable carport kits 489-2722 or
489-2724
RIDING mower, $50 up to
$300 753-8649

•

C DOUBLE WIDES SALE
1994 Southern hospitality
28X58. 3br, 2 bath, luxury
bath, front porch, Northern
insulation, dishwasher
step-up-kitchen walk in
closets, compare at
$42,000 Retail only
$34.900 Gateway Mobile
Homes, 502-527-1427

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk, 753-9600

DOUBLE WIDES SALE
1994 Patriot 32X52, 4br. 2
bath,6 inch walls Northern
insulation Retails for
$43.000, delivered to you
site for only 136-900 Gateway Mobile Homes Phone
502-527-1427

HENDO

FOR sale in Naples FL
Nice 21x 1 bath mobile
home large screen roan,
completely firnished. Riverfront Park, Gulf access,
adult park 55 or over No
pets Great fishing BC Grogan, 753-5925

220

100"o pure nrgar,,c;
Chicken manure - 1
yr old
dry The
perfect organic gar
dening
medium
Any amount
U Haul or
Dellver

753-7000

or

753-3113
250
Business
Sorokin
K T I and Assooates offering a full line of investigative
services Bel As Center
753-3868 or 436-6099
270
Mobile
Homes For Sale
12X52 MOBILE home with
12X52 built on, 4br Can be
moved by house movers
Asking $1,000 753-0751

We Move
Mobile Homes
5024374608
12X60 2br, w/d hook-up,
central atc, gas heat, deck
completely remodeled,
nice, $4,700 753-5164
1985 BUCCANEER 14X72
2br, 1'4 bath, central
electric heat 8 air, double
flooring 8 insulation, carport, outbuilding Located
at H-7 Coach Estates Reduced! 759-4453
1985 BUCCANEER 14X70
2br, 2 bath, central h/a
753.44541991 BUCCANEER
16X80 Vinyl sided, shingle
roof, 3br, 2 full baths, large
utility room, stove, refrigerator, dish washer 8X8
treated deck, 9X10 storage
building, landscaped concrete driveway, warranty,
many extras, $25,000
Must sell] 759-4732

OUR pledge to you If you
compare quality, insulation,
options and set up, you will
fond that we have the very
best value for your housing
dollar]; Dinkins Mobile
Homes, Inc. Hwy 79E.
Pans, TN 1 800 642 4891
28n
Mot&
Home For Rent

MUR-CAL Apartmarito now
aocepang appticalions for
1 2 and 3Ibr apartments
Phone 759-4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity

2E1R duplex applianoes.
hook up fenced in
back yard water utility,
central au $420/mo Deposit security Call 492-8393
28R furnished apartment
utilities paid non-smokers
Cal for appointment Re
gore Enterprises
753-5140

NEW apartments for rent
Townhouse style 11, bath
2br kitchen appliances
ice maker 8 built-in micro
wave ved hook-up Cal
753-3966 after 5pm. or
753-7435 days

2BR townhouse new, spa
mos,all appliances includ
mg washer & dryer
753-4573

NEW duplex 2br, 2 bath,
garage and utility room Pn
vacy deck with all appliances furnished 8 w/c1
hook-up, $475/mo with deposit and 1 year lease No
pets Located al 1813
Ridgewood 753-5524
days, 753-6854 nights

2BR upstairs apartment
water furnished Call
753 0087 alter 5 30pm

NEWLY constructed 2br
near MSU, $400mo Call
753-0472

38R, 2 bath low utilities
with garage $550 mo
753-3293 after 6prn

NEW large duplex 2 lull
baths gas heat in private
area, lease & deposit
$500imo No pets, Days
753-1155. nights
753-1623

CLEAN CUTE LARGE 2br
brick duplex Dishwasher
washer, dryer included
Central h/a Available immediately Great neighborhood No pets deposit
lease S390/mo 753-8734
EMBASSY 2br central
gas appliances furnished
Coleman RE 753 9898
FURNISHED apts renting
now Available in May No
pets Also sleeping rooms
Zimmerman Apts
753-6609
FURNISHED 2br, 2 story
duplex Stove & retrigera
tor, 1415 A Poplar St
$300/mo No pets Lease &
deposit 753 8734

NICE 2br duplex stove
refrigerator, dishwasher Included WTI hook-up,central h/a. $375/rno plus deposit No pets Days
753-1953, nights
753-0870

PET oviner duplex wad
alien country June 1 7mi
from campus Female
dogs large breed only
$360/ino water & garbage
paid Call 753-8607 T/Th
762-1151 1.4-F altar Ipm

VERY nice 2tir 2 bath du
piex appliances furnished
central gas heat & *if
$47511710 1 mo deposit 1
yr lease No pets Cal
753 2905

GUPTOWS

LAWN CARE
Complete Lawn Care & Bush Hogging
FREE
LE8T2tikAVES
Experienced - Dependable

For the best fates & friendly service...

Call 489-2590

RON HALL
HEATING, COOLING & ELECTRIC, Inc
Central Heaong S Cooling Service S Installation
Electrical Service S Installakon
Licensed Gas Merchant
Nal&

Murray, KY

(502) 435-4699

WOOD WORICS

NICE duplex 2br central
ha, appliances furnished
Coleman RE 753-9898
NOW taking applications
for Section Slow rent housing Apply in person at
Southside Manor, 906
Broad St Extended between 8am 1 2noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity

Mk=

658i8n8
We want to help you with
any of your sign needs!
502-382-2306 Ph. & Fax
We accept MasterCard & Visa

Dial-A-Service
.....'5.00 You
Can Advertise Here For
per week -(13 week minimum)

SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
electnc a gas Walking des
lance to college 753-5209
285
Noble
Home Lots For Rant

DIAL - 753-1916

I

(Clip This Ad And Save For A Handy Reference)

CAMP

MOBILE home lots torrent
492-84.88

adfilafiCri iiltetric

,L,c,..c., co..,.cTo.,

7 Days Per Week

Commercial & Residential • Licensed & insured__
James C. Gallimore, Owner
.. cAor•sar0 SMART HOUSi Insta,1•• • .1 AAK.V.cteo fr•sea:-atar,

MURRAY 753-9224

808 Coldwater Rd., Murray, KY • 759-1835

SEPTIC TANK CLEANING
RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center
753-4509 or 753-6612
800-2200S0 ft
RE 753-9898

,
a Homo Aoromalo.

-

HARD to believe that office
space on the court square
in downtown Murray is affordable & available but it
is & Debbie can tell you all
about it Call 753-1266

Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service
('all

32n

Anytime

Commercial Waste
Disposal
...11
,
441:1 ...41 MI Type* of Refuse Service •
4
1-800-585-6033

12,38D opts Furnished,
very nice near MSU No
753- 1 2 5 2
pets
days,753-0606 after 5pm

8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
MONDAY through FRIDAY

Us

759-4685

Apartments
For Rent

I ROOMS for rent at 1614
Olive Utilities furnished
Share kitchen, living room
& bathroom facilities Walk
to MSU Coleman RE
753-9898

.
8
8

c,........

2BR, 1 bath duplex, garage
with automatic door
opener, dish washer, garbage disposal, told hookup, centre h/a, 5450rmo
1 yr lease. Day 753-7688,
nights 750-4703

(502) 435-4699

ECONOMY METAL & SUPPLY CO.

ALPHA BUILDERS
489-2303

Calloway Co. Fira

Dr. Mary Broeringmeyer
Chiropractor

?A Aescuo Squad

Call for an appointment

753-2962

753-6952
_

...

-

Remodeling, garages, decks, porches, concrete
work, chain link fences. Home maintenance

Bud Stewart, Route Manager

,

an')l-s.,i'

,

• Your Source For Metal Roofing & Siding
,
Doors. VVridows, Door Track & Iro[,eys
to. MetalBuod,ngs
0/Ice [507) 489 2122
8..,!:ensiorth Rd (Hwy 299)
HG1,
11 e ,',r)?: 4149 274
A.4„oray, KY 42071

INSURANCE

Murray-Calloway

Lou V. McGary

County Hospital
762-1100
RANDY THORNTON
COMPANY, INC.

Does Your Policy Pay 100%
of the Deductibles?
MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
You are responsible for the deductibles that Medicare does not pay. 5676 on part A; $100 on Part B.
Call me for more information
FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

753-7890 8

Heating & Cooling

a.m.-8 p.m.

Boat Dock Building & Repair

'Serving Western Kentucky
for Over 57 Years'

Remove Delaprdated Docks And Other Structures
Sinai! Crane Barge • Rip Rap From Barge
Boat Lilts • Boat Mounted Pilo Driver
Jim 1.41cHwirry. Rout* S Box 244A4 Benton, KY 42025
(502)3544363
Its HardTaSiapAlkIne
-.

"
NNE

CARROLL'S

Garden Tilling • Grader Bled, Work
Bushhogging Lots
Phone
GERALD CARROLL
(5021 492,11622

Custom

802 Chestnut Street
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-8181

What a Way to Start the Week!!
-

Dial Now -

Advertise Here!

Purchase Area Communications

SEPTIC

Div of Phone Center of Murray

2BR. 1 bath duplex, central
gas h/a. *rid hook-up, like
new, appliances furnished,
$400/mo, 1 mo deposit
435-4480 or 436-5725.

RON

HEATING, COGLINGH
&AEL
LECTRIC, Inc.
I- Central Heating s Cooing Service It Installation
Se-ice
Erecincal
licensed Gs
sletclainari
l°ni
aa in1.4

Murray, KY

Septic Tanks, Sewers & Hauling

1BR $205/mo College
Farm Rd Apartments
753-6716 after 5pm

--

Poison Control
rfts 753-7588

Coleman

2BR, 1'h bath townhouse,
new, spacious All appliances furnished including washer II dryer Call
753-1614

EEO/M/F

28R apartments 001 rent
Summer terms availatite
Apartments twailabte May
1, June 1, & irnmeckatety 1
block from campus
$200/mo plus deposit Call
753-4249

2BR New Concord area
$160/mo $150 deposit
436-2619

2 1BR, furnished apts, water furnished, no pets.
1604A Miller Deposit required. 753-0932,
753-5898.

Good fringe benefit package including incentive plan. Full
time and flexible hours positions available.

I have many nice von
Rona duplexes & homes
all over %awn many near
campus Come by or call
Bradley Book Company
753-8767 or 753-2338

2BR Grogan's Trailer Park
Appliances & water furnished
Coleman RE
753-989.8

A rapidly growing company is taking applications for fulltime positions. Permanent full-time positions for high
school graduates are available. Summer positions available
for college students and graduating seniors.

PARK PLANT
PARIS, TENNESSEE

'C'TZ
MA. 1 bath duper Ap
phonons lurnothed Central
gas h•at. criminal air
$425M10 1 mo deposit, 1yr
Woe. no pea 753-2905
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2BR $150/mo plus deposit, references 753-6012

1BR furnished apartment,
utilities paid non-smokers
24X56 DOUBLEWIDE, Call for appointment Ro3br, 2 bath, service pole. gers Enterprises,
$12,000 obo 474-8349
753-5140
2BR, furnished & carpeted 1BR, low utilibes, refer3 PIECE bedroom suit, 7 on 3 lots Well & septic
ences & deposit required
piece dining room suit Sev- system Reduced Wilson
No pets $185/mo
eral storm windows, all in Realty, 302 S 12th
753-3949
Call 753-3263
good shape
435-4310
1BR near MSU. appliances
A DOUBLE WIDES SALE furnished Coleman RE
1994 Southern hospitality 753-9898
tSs
28X60, 3br, 2 bath, luxury
bath, front porch, Northern 1BR on North 4th, deposit
Appliances
insulabon morning room, No pets $185/mo
extra cabinets, retails at 753-8848 before 9pm
LARGE Whirlpool micro
$40,000, on sale for 1 OR
corn
garbage
table
2br opts near downwave &
$34,900 Gateway Mobile
pactor Call 759-9219 betown Murray 753-4109
Homes,
Phone
tween 8arn-4pm
1 ROOM efficency apart502-527-1427
ment, $200/mo Available
now, 1602 Olive, partial utilities Coleman RE,
753-9898

PLUMLEY COMPANIES

8.60
5.59
4.63
1.20
1.34
6.22
1.32
2.04
9.25
8.32
5.12

BY owner 26X70 3br den
with fireplace 2 full baths
central tea, large front &
beck covered porches 2
acre lot 3 miles South of
Murray 24X24 shop
753-6962

TOPPER for Nib, asking
$300 Kirby Heritage 2 vaccum cleaner Call 328 8037
after 4pm

SOUTHERN
SATELLITE

9.69
2.04
3.92
5.31

CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns. and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray

SUN tanning beds new &
used Financing available
Parts, service 8 supplies
Call Sonny Hooks
753-9274,
or
1 -800-540-9790.

Run this 2x2 consistency ad in Classi-

4.77
2.68

Spans

PARADISE SNOW
Franchise for sale in Murray Building 8 all equipment 442-4758

STAIR stepper- $250 new,
sell ton $125. Large secbonal sofa, $400. Large entertainment center with
bookshelves, $100
Washer/dryer, $225
753-0811.

Business on
a Budget?

4.75
2.98
0.65
0.26
0.12
9.14
6.98
2.30
4.75
0.80
5.22
9.84

211
EquiPeiWII

SEWING 'obi wanted, including formal wear
753-1061

1990 12HP Murray riding
mower 38" cut,
obo
Call 436-2528

Cyndi & Charlie Turnbow

3.87

LIKE new hide-a-bed
couch for sale Call
7594250 after 5pm

ALTERATIONS and re
pies Rental gowns & tuxedos IkAtt's Sas and Sew
Country Square. 1600 N
121, Murray 753-6981

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Cal 753-9433
after 5pm

Serving Western KY With Complete Termite
And Pest Control Service Since 1958

11

B DOUBLE WIDES SALE
1994 Southern hospitality
28X68, 3br. 2 bath, luxury
beat, Oak camels de
Wrestler with island range
buskin hutch formal dining
room, compare at $43,000,
delivered to your site for
$36.000 Gateway Mobile
Homes, 502-527 1427

Fens
EquiPligif

CASH for mobile home
tires 8 axles 436-2578,
901-644-0679

II

COUCH,char alov••••t,
good condemn, $150 obo
Ca 492-4804

Pipeliks
111411•1

ward
To Buy

Murray's Only Home Owned &
Operated Pest Control Service

in16

Ible•
lbws Pet Sele

likeinees
Opportunity

Tobacco workers needed
dates are as follows

te

6.28
2.30
2.89

"CPR Certified Loving
mother of 2 wall limbos, for
you 753-1197

WILL set *eh elderly riche
or Worn Fnday night urea
Sunday night Experience
with r•fer•nc• Call
437 4669 and leav•
messieue

porary

A+
est

lbw
Ibieblibry

Osumusis
6 Chillbse•

Nib
UMW

br
ler
es.
ies
inS
Ne
Lflas)
he

7.37
8.06
2.08

MONDAY. APRIL

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

mance
I call at
B X pen
etectri
an be

1.79
2.30
4.08
7.37
9.45

t

4Y
flesidenttal
COMMeti
ALEXANDER
Iri'
'Caller I.D
-Telephone Systems
-Phone Jacks
'Intercom Systems
olsla
1 /
-Telephones
-Paging Systems
-fillt „
Ed
Info On Hold • Voice Mail
Fax Machines
Ile 909 JOHNNY ROBERSON ROAD
Any Type 01 Busmen Communication
MURRAY, KY 42071 • (502)753-5933
No Job Is Too Big Or Too Smell, W. Can On It AS

Jr'

14

753-0342
- ••••

l•-•se

4
cia
PS
IA

••

•

:4 .„ I

14
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MURRAY LEDGER I TIMES

SUMMERS coming beau
wow..duplex beet rarng
each 2tor wed hook up
tSmin Wool Murray Top
$350eme CONOm $275/rho
527 9639

V.*

41f.

-

6 ACRES we drede into(2)
3 acre vacs 3 miss Mort'
of Murray 753-3084

2BR 1 bath Koksay Hwy
spot
garden
502 896 2340

FOR sale by owner 30
acres more or less Located
7 miles East ol Murray on
Hwy 94 Call 753-7226 or
753-2909

28R appliances., gas heat
new unnersity $325/mo
lease & deposit 492 8393

FOR sale New 01101'4-Wes
apartments extra nice Call
75.3 3966 atter 5pm

28R fenced in yard new
carpet $350 rrio 40.4 S
10th Call 753 8767 ,r
753 2339

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes M once ranges If
you we thinking or sellingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
Dy office at 711 Main St

2BR house near downtown
Murray $325/mo lease reguyed 753-4109
2BR new bathroom new
carpet 711 Payne St
S375/mo Call 753 8767 or
753 2339
4BR brick in city 2 baths
Pr eat in kitchen heat &
ac refrigerator & stove
Storage building lyr lease
& deposit Available May
Call
1st $475 mo
442 3015
baths
5BR 1 bath 2
ith gas heat appliances
urnished $495 mo plus
deposit 753 0095

f

36/1

For Rent
Or Lease
50X50 WAREHOUSE
building for rent on Industrial Road Call 753-5976
BRAKES for rent, Pro Two,
for vinyl siding 436-2701

•

SO ACRES pnme development property southwest of
Murray We break acreage
up War self 759-9247

KY Lake lots priced from
$3 000 to $19,500 All
wooded & most have beauMid news of KY Lake Contact Kopperud Realty.
753-1222

STORAGE trailers for rent
753-7888
365
For Sale
OIL—.
12X24 BUILDING, vinyl
siding. shingled roof. wired
Great for storage, workshop or office Call
759-1588 Must seal
380
Pets
& Supplies
AK,C registered Retriever pups $125 Yorkies. $250
Champion Pedigrees &
health guaranteed Call
328-8092
AKC Siberian Huskies
grey & white black & white
blue eyes Price reduced
only 3 left 753-8809
AKC Yorkie male puppies
for sale Call 474 2131
evenings
BEAUTIFUL white Cocka
tiel bird cage included
$100 Call 489-2237
HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436 2858

3 LOTS in East Y Subdivision approximately 1 acre,
$8 500 Call 753-8274
CORNER lot in Canterbury
Estate Priced to sell
753 3110 after 5pm
aro
Homes
For Sae

NEAR completion, 3br, 2
bath, in Fairview Acres Priced in$60 s 759-9381 or
759-4680
NEW 3br, 2 bath with whirlpool tub, cathedral ceding
in Irving room & diring,
Large kitchen. 2 car garage
N 16th across from Suittvans Golf Course Call
492-8873 or 492-8238 from
6-10pm evenings

1304 OLIVE Blvd Excellent Blvd location, 2 story
colonial with columns LR, PRESTIGIOUS new home
formal dining, library, large in Spring Creek Oaks with
kitchen with island & pan- over 3300sq ft of luxurious
try, large family room with living area Offered at
$249,500. MLSI 5397.
fireplace. 5br, 2 full, 2-'A
baths, utility room, patio, 2 Contact Kopperud Realty,
car garage Pnce reduced! 753-1222.
Call for appt 753-7689
SPACIOUS 3br, 2 bath,
1.4 YR old 2 story home on
with great flowing lay out,
approx 371 acres in Lynn beautiful kitchen, brealdast
Grove area 3br,large welk- room, seperate dining
in closets, 2Y1 bath, large room. Lots of extras, coungreat room, dining room, try club view Gall for your
kitchen & breakfast room, appointment today.
utility, screened porch
753-2905.
24X304t out building & conYOU must see the view of
crete drive Call 435-4404
this 3br, 2 bath, home on 4
for appointment
acres. Beautiful country
2/3br, 1 beet, central gas setting 10 miles from Murh/a. carport 753-0859 ray. but located in Tennessee. Cal Moody Realty Co.
days 753-5214 evenings
414 Tyson Ave, Paris
2BR large, living room,
1-800-642-5093.
kitchen, dining room, utility
room, office or play room,
470
floored attic, central gas
heat, new sewer line, tasteMotorwyclse
fully decorated, quiet
neighborhood, $48,500 1979 1100 Yamaha, $900
Call Terry Paschall Real obo Call 753-0095
Estate, 435-4011 or Lindy
at 753-3415 or 753-4282_ 1993 SUZUKI, GSXR 750,
900 miles, $6,300
3BR brick home in South- 753-8490
west school district Central
1993 YAMAHA moped
gas heat, central electric
air. attached garage Just Perfect, warranty, $750
reduced to $69,500 thru 436-2550, leave message
Kopperud Realty
490
753-1222 MLS1013.

Used
Cars

William Duncan
Building Contractor
Experienced builder of houses,
garages, pole barns & storage
buildings Also remodeling Call for
estimates, no job too large or too
small

474-8267
Authorized
BRIGGS & STRATTON
and )(OULU
Service Celia

1967 MUSTANG convertible, black, Ws, auto, new
paint, new upholstery,
$8,000 753-8869

25

1 994

Window Tinting
RYt
A.ro
Beni Vara YON Howes

Chambers Tinting
759-9181

1990 GMC Salmi ners-van
86,XXX miles, loaded Call
489-2739

1968 FORD pck-up, swb,
auto, pow radon,rear end
needs some work. WO
firm 759-9203 after 5pm
1974 FORD F-350 with Ailey bed and towing package
(good truck) 753-8981
1978 JEEP CJ7 Call
753-0492 or 750-1972
1979 CHEVY Scottsdale
4X4 AT/PS, 86K miles,
Leer topper, new Ores Nice
truck' $2,400 Aiso an 1965
Mazda 626 Sap, as. drives
& looks great $2.200 Call
436-2136
1979 GlAC 350, manual
transmission, $700 obo
436-2997 or 753-1657
1985 CHEVY S-10 pick-up.
New Wes, runs good, over
100,XXX miles. $1,200
obo. 753-9366 after 6prn.
1987 CHEVY S-10, 4sp,
grey, new tires, custom
wheels. $3,500 obo Call
753-2418 after 6pm
1988 FORD XLT supercab.
Most options including
trailer towing. Excellent
condition 436-5365
1988 RANGER, blue iv/
striping, chrome rims, sunroof. bedkner, amihn cassette, excellent condition,
52.XXX miles Must sell'
$5.400 negotiable
474-2272 Ask for Keith or
leave message.
1991 CHEVY S-10 pick-up,
good condition, great 1st
truck 753-4520.
1992 CHEVY pick-up, club
cab,like new condition. Call
753-7413 anytime or
753-9480 after 6pm.
1992 FORD Flairside, pAv,
prl, tilt, cruise, lumbar
seats. 58 liter engine. Extra sharp!$16,000 obo. Call
474-8216.
1991 BLAZER 4X4,
46,XXX miles, garage kept
& lady driven. Excellent
mint condition, $14,000.
Days 492-8759, 492-8587
after 5ern.

SILL'S Window Pewee,. KITCHEN CABINET RE- GARDENS mini FOR ROCKY COLSON Home
Back to help with your FACING lablie your old SPRING PLANTING I Sp* Repair Roofing siding
Spring
cleaning
new again will FOrrveCa Al amazing in herd to pea'to painting plumbing con
Residential/Commercial
areas Small or large gar
creak Free estimates Call
colors free estimates
7S3-5034
Wulff s Recovery Murray. dens done Schedule *arty 474 2307
for prompt service CM
BOBS Plumbing Repair KY 436-5560
day 759-9567 Nov al SEAMLESS gutters in
Service Al work guar an
stalled resadenbal or corn
GARDENS ni.i.Eo FOR Mee esernere
753 1134 or
23FT motorhome 1982 tied
rnercial Sen.all Goner Co
SPRING PLANTING! SpeCampmate serf contained 4355832
cerizing in hard to get to UCENSED for electric and 753-6433
Ford classic $6 000
gas 753,7203
BRYON'S LAWN SER- areas Small or large gar
SEWING machine repair
753-7602
VICE Free estimates dens done Schedule early MOODY'S mower repair
Kenneth Barnhi 753 2674
prompt
service
Call
Nor
753'45j01
27FT Monitor travel ember,
Pick up and delivery
night
7599567.
Rick
day
roof mr, miming, new Wes.
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
CARPORTS for cars and 753-2165 for a free 753-5668
new waNr pump, rear bed,
Removal Insured with full
trucks
Specie
sizes
for
MUFFLERS, brakes
estimate
lull bath. $3.500 firm
line of equipment Free as
motor home boats RVs
shocks, service RAG Ex- timates Day or night
492-8425
GENERAL Repair pkirrib- haust, 514
and ew Excellent protec
South 12th 753 5484
FOR sate 1962 2711 self Don, high quality, excellent mg roofing, tree work
Sweet 753-8868
436-2642
careened Alpo-Aiy camper value Roy Hill 759-4664
THE Gutter Co Seamless
MULCH delivered Murray aluminum gutters
Good condition, new awnvariety
GERALD WALTERS
CAC Remodeling Co Add
436-5560
ing m 1991, $6.500 obo
of colors Licensed in
tions, decks, roofing, paint- Roofing, vinyl siding, paint.
Cal 502-753-828.1
ing. electioal, vinyl siding mg Free estimates 18 PAINTING interior, eider sured Estimate available
759 4690
and al home repair Free years experience Local re or House & mobile home
C23
repairs Tucikpointrig brick VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
ferenoes 436-2701
estimates 354-8275
Bosse
work Free estimates Call Service Center cleaning
CHILI Chum Chimney HADAWAY Construction
I Motors
436-5009 436-5032
servicing $15. most repairs
Sweeps has 10% senor Remodeling. vinyl siding
1990 18F1' Astro boat & citizen discounts We seN vinyl replacement win- PLUMBING repairman with $35 Free estimates Route
Wailer with 115 Mercury chimney caps and screens
same day service Call 1, Almo Open 9-12 15,
dows, vinyl flooring
Mon -Fri. 753-0530
motor & trolling motor Like 435 4191
436-5255
436-2052
new 753-5910
WILL mow yards Reason
RESIDENTIAL Roofing
HANDY man services of
COE S General Repair
USED boats, motors trail Electrical, carpentry and fered carpentry, electri- Guaranteed work at rea- able rates dependable
ers & salvage parts for sale drywall 492 8403
cian, yard work, painting, sonable rates Free esti Cal 753-8651
Boat & motor repair Al
mates 25yrs experience
etc 759-1449
work & parts guaranteed COUNTERTOPS. custom
$60
Repairs on old roof or new
HEATING Ron Hal Heat
Wayne Darnell Marine Re Homes, trailers offices
Free
construction Call Rick,
mg
Cooling
and
Electric
Recovery.
Wulff
s
Murray
pair, Hwy 121 S
Column
753 6566 or Mic,
Co
Service
unit
replace
436-5560
502-436-5464
753 7864
merit and complete install
FREE to good home hal
CUNNINGHAM S Heating Don Licensed gas installer
RILEY remodeling and Collie & half German
530
Shep
and Cooling Service Com
Phone 435 4699
construction 489-2907
Services
pard puppies
Call
piete installation and sec
Offered
vice
Call Gary at LIGHT hauling tree trim- SHEETROCK finishing. 492-8774 after 5pm
ming and removal Call textured ceilings Larry
1 1 1 1 A Hauling moving 759.4754
Chrisman 492-8742
dean-up odd lobs tree CUSTOM bulldozing and 753 2320 leave message
trimming, tree removal backhoe work septic sysmulch hauling Free esb tems, 354-8161 after 4pm
mates
Tim Lamb
436-5744
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
1 1 1 A all around mowing, Factory trained by 3 mmor
manufacturers All work
trimming, hauling Mark
and parts warranted Ask
436-2528
for Andy at The Appliance
1 1 1 A Hauling, tree trim- Works, 753-2455
ming, tree removal, cleanAPPLIANCE SERVICE
ing out sheds, attics, & odd
Kenmore, Westinghouse
jobs. Free estimates
Whirlpool 30. years ex
436-2102 Luke Lamb
BOBBY
perience
Al Al Al Joe's mewing. HOPPER, 436-5848
mulching, raking, tree reBACKHOE SERVICE
moval Free estimates
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
436-2867
installation, repair, replaceAl, AL'S hauling, yard ment 759-1515
work, tree removal, mowBACKHOE Service ROY
ing Free estimates
HILL Septic system. dnve
759-1683
ways, hauling, foundations.
Al TREE Service Stump etc 759-4664
removal and spraying. Free
estimates. 753-0906 after BACKHOE Service, corn
5prn, 759-9816, 753-0495 plete foundations, septic
systems R H Nesbitt MaADDITIONS, garages, new sonry Phone 4928516.
homes,sun rooms, wood & pager 762-7221
metal studs. Tnpp Williams,
D & D Lawn Care Free
builder. 753-0563
II PURCHASE OF
estimates 489 2296
ALL around yard work.
ANY MOBILE CELLULAR PHONE
Mowing, hauling, odd jobs, DECK Masters Reason
able rates for quality work
Offer expires May 31. 1994*
trimming 437-4703
For your free estimates call
ALPHA Builders- Carpen- Rick, 753-6566 or Mc
try, remodeling, porches, 753-7864
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, mainte- DRYWALL, finishing re
nance, etc Free estimates pairs additions and blow
rig ceilings 753 4761
489-2303.
ANTENNA Repair and vi- ELECTRICAL-Ron Hall
stallaton Replace or install Heating, Cooling & Electric,
CELLULARONIE is the only cellular service that reaches
quality Channel Master an- Inc Service, sales and in
coast to coast. That pretty much covers It all
tennas, rotors and ampli- stallation (502) 435 4699
fiers Beasley s Antenna 435-4327
Service, Buchanan, EXPERIENCED dry wall
901-642-4077
finishing References avail
ANTIQUE refinishing fur- able 436-2060
niture repair & custom
JIM'S Garden Service
woodworking 753-8056
Gardens- breaking, dis1909 WINNEBAGO 24f1
inn motor-home. 14,XXX
maw $15,000 1991 2011
pontoon boat. 404. Evannate, MA tinder & trolling
motor. $6 000 C•II
436-2593

CLASSIFIED

*MOTHER'S DAY SPECIAL*

The Number
One way to
call AIM
FREE

INSTALLATION

$8o ou v \LuE wrr

CELLULARONE

Campers
1984 JAMBOREE 2611 mini
molorhorne 36.XXX miles
Extra clean with all conveni•nces l Must seel
489-2726 after 5:30pm
1988 COACHMAN, 5th
wheel, 35ft. a/c, selfcontained, beautiful,
$12,900 Ford dually truck
can also be available
759-1300.
BEST rates for lawns
mowed. 753-6086

Clear Across America:"

BIG Maintenance, lawn
care, light hauling & land
soaping Free estimates
Ask for &I 759-4490

king, tilling Lawns seeding
& fertilizing new or existing
Blade work & bush hogging Reasonable
rates 753-3413

1-800-999-CELL
1733 Kentucky Avenue
Paducah. Kentucky

raoc2
1—Idie

Across from Southern States
101 Industrial Road
P.O. Box 247
Murray, KY 42071
RCS Tillers
Also Repair Work

753-2925

1982 4DR Itwk Avenue,
loaded, excellent mechanical condition, $1,650
753-5676
1986 OLDS Cutlass Ciera,
local owner, fully loaded
good condition, asking
$2,500 Call 753-2535 after
4Prn

•••••1=1•4

MOVING

WALNUT STREET

(only temporary

ENTER
Drive-Up

1987 CHEVY Chevette S,
good working car
753-8651
1987 FORD Taurus, black
with grey plush intenor,
needs minor engine repair
with lots of extra parts Call
492-8806, if no answer
please leave message

imUltOta
ELECT

MAIN STREET
EXIT
Drive-Up

1990 HONDA CRX HF-45,XXX mks, red, extra
clean, 45 mpg, $7,195
753-0811
1991 NISSAN 300 ZX,2+2,
red, cd, auto. pAiv, Abs.
chrome wheels, 66,XXX.
$17,500 Call 251-3436 or
623-8890
1992 EAGLE Talon,
loaded 753-8613 after
530con
1993 JEEP Cherokee
Country, fully loaded, less
than 9,XXX miles, warranty
transferable CaN 489- 2256
after 5pm

vs

GRADUATION 1988 Wif
Cabriolet convertible, triple
wham, 79,XXX moles aic
pis, p/b, new lop, asking
$8,000 502-365-7849

CUST011 KITCHEN CASINETS
CUSTON wOODWORKING

All Typos Of:

Custom Woodworking

MUST sell! 1991 Chevy
p/b.
Lumina Euroeport,
loaded. Wil sell for tank
pay off Phone 750-4093.

and

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• omp By And SOO as ShOlsor0007 •
405 Sunbury • Muni, (11•Amil Bunny Mead)

753-5940

A11"`t_

4"••

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Murray. Kentucky

1977 CAMARO, good 350
engine, mat) wheels, needs
work. $550. 753-2157

1989 CAMARO RS, re&
red WI power, trips, 305
EFI,$7,000 Call 753-4203

Lamb's Small Engine

.10•1114.,„

BY owner 3,300. sq ft in
Canterbury Lot and a had
with lots of trees & beautiful
fenced in ground swimming
pool House has 4 or 5br, Ir,
dr, huge kitchen & breakfast room FR w/built in
bookcases & wood burning
fireplace, 3 baths & many
plus size clos•ts
753-2410

100X140 SOUTHWEST
Villa subdivision AN city
utilities reduced $17,500
753 4873 after 6pm

CLASSIFIED

/Cron Lamb
Richard Lomb

BY owner 303 N 106, 2
story Ibr 2 beet, Wong
room dining room & den.
Pull basement, central fVa.
carport outside garage.
$68.000 Ces 489-2256 alter 5pm

LARGE home, nice location North of Murray,3large
bedrooms. 2full baths, central gas heat/air Many
more amenities Professional Real Estate,
759-1591 days. 753-7955
nights

BY OWNER. 3br, 1.4 bath
brick ranch Eat-in kitchen,
formal dining room, living
REGISTERED Pointer Bird room, family room with
dogs 7wks wormed bay window. Central gas
heat & air, wall-to-wall car753 5484
pet, ceiling fans, iacuzzi,
TALKING parrot with cage 14x14ft storage
bldg. Lot
$650 obo 4362316 or 75x150. adiacient lot avail436 2845
able Walk to banks & shopping Priced to sell. mid
$70's Call for appt
753-4359

Erfnr•pileify

BY owner 2400sq ft Southeast of Murray 11160aq ft of
country living space 2 story
Own style on 3 acres 2 car
giver concrete driveway
2 private decks 3 or 4brs 3
Kit bees leundry room
central his CaM 492-8206

NEW duplex for sale Can
bridge Estates Gene
Steely 753-6156

PEGS Dog Grooming
753 2915

#

APRIL

COUNTRY hilltop 4br, 2
bath home near both lake &
Miler Golf Course. over
2200sq ft Reduced to,
$59 500 Additional adjoining property available Contact Kopperud Realty,
753-1222

CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
120-$40/mo 759-4081
NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units available Call 753-2905

MONDAY

WHITE 1984 Monte Carlo
SS, extra dean with low
mks 753-6786 after Spin

414.411.4114,

EFFECTIVE
APRIL 25, 1994

MAIN STREET
Temporary
Entrance to
COURT
New Building
HOUSE

The phase one construction of our New Main Office facility is nearing completion. The Real Estate and Installment Loan Departments that have operated in the National
Hotel Building will be moving into the new facility. All other
downtown services will also move into the completed space
and phase two will begin.
The drive-up will be in operation with entrance off North
5th Street and exit on Main Street where you may take a
right or left turn. Temporary main lobby entrance will be on
Main Street. You will have access to all services of the
Bank from this temporary entrance.

PeoplesBank
The Hometown Bank
MURRAY,KY • MEMBER FDIC

OUR NEW
PHONE NUMBER

767-BANK
(2265)

•
1 44.44.4.44141444.1114•01.
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MURRAY LEDGER 1 TIMES

Tea years ma
Twenty years ale
Over 30 concerned citizens
Murray High School Seniors
from four counties gathered is named to National Honor Society
are Phillip Adams, Maggie
North dealer.
pair North-South. the bidding went Hardin on April 23 to voice their
North .-South vulnerable.
as shown. North's five notrump bid concern over the future safety of Battle. Amanda Buice, Phyllis
NORTH
was the grand slam force: it ac- U.S. f,41 and Kentucky 80 Courell, Gay Crass, Rhonda Gar•A Q
cepted hearts as trumps and in- intersection which has been the land, Susan Hainsworth, Valerie
Harrison, Denise Hook, Alan
•QJ 1082
structed South to bid seven hearts site of numerous accidents since
•—
with two of the three top trump it has opened and the repeated Jones, Krista Kennedy, Ricky
Lowe, Connie Lyons, Irina
•A K J 874
honors. South's six club response object of an overpass decision.
W EST
Nicks, Stacy Owen, Beverly
EAST
indicated one of the top two honors, John Mac Carter, editor-in•K 7 32
•J 108 5 4 and North signed off at six hearts.
Parker, Selwyn Schultz, Tony
Housekeeping.
and
chief
of
Good
•—
K 653
East realised that South would
Thompson, Sherry Thornton,
•1096
• AKJ754 almost surely make the vulnerable Robert G. Burton. president of
Peggy
Visitors, Kathy Watson,
will
Company,
ABC
Publishing
•6 2
•10 5
slam. worth 1,430 points, so he bid
Beth
and
Wilson.
six spades as•sacrifice. This was be honored with Distinguished
SOUTH
Pvt.
Charles
L. Pierce, son of
annual
496
doubled and went down only three Alumunus awards at the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
E. Pierce, is
Alumni
University
Murray
State
tricks — 500 points — producing a
V A 97 4
stationed at Fort Knox.
•Q 83 2
very satisfactory result for the Association banquet on April 28.
Births reported include a girl to
Spingold team.
•Q 9 3
Jane Sisk, Calloway County
the Rev. and Mrs. Joe Skelton,
Tim bidding:
At the second table, the bidding High School Science Teacher, is
South West
went:
April 8; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
No rth East
the recipient of Outstanding High
2•
North East
1V
South West
14
1•
Michael
Kuykendall, April 15.
School Science Teacher Award
1•
Pass
1+
1 NT 2•
6*
Pass
5 I\ 7
Bybee
is pictured with a
Barry
University
State
given by Murray
3•
5•
Pass
Dble
Pass
64
6•
bass, eight pounds 14 ounces, he
Xl.
Sigma
of
Chapter
6V
Pass
Pass
Op ening lead — three of diamonds. 5 V
Pass
l'his dual occurred during the Pass
DEAR
Here,the Reisinger Eastdid not
play offs to decide which offive teams
woli Id represent the United States obtain nearly as much information
thinking
it would
my
trip,
before
DEAR ABBY I need your help to
about the adverse hands as East had thank a stranger who performed an clear by the time I arrived in Pullin 1: he 1981 world championship.
F rom the standpoint of drama. gained from the bidding at the first act of kindness I will remember for man.
To my disbelief, my credit card
the timing of the deal was perfect. It table. He peeped six hearts, appar- the rest of my life_ On Friday,
transaction was refused, and I had
w es the 72nd board of a 72-board ently hoping that his preemptive March 11, I flew from Fresno.
tactics had jockeyed the opponents to Pullman. Wash., to be inter- no other form of payment with me. I
Mi itch between the winners of the
Sr ingold and Reisinger team offour into a shaky six heart contract. Un- viewed for admission into Washing- was also planning to pay for my
ch ampionshipa.The teams were vir- fortunately for East, this did not ton State University's veterinary motel room with my credit card —
tu ally tied after 71 boards of play, prove to be the case. Six hearth was s(hool. I had made reservations for so there I was, stranded at the airin Port ar id the outcome of the 72nd hand easily made, so the Spingold team a rental car and motel room
I went immediately to upay
I could go directly
w 3uld determine which tearn would netted 930 points on the exchange advance so that
for my phone and called my roommate
prepare
room
to
motel
my
to
and eliminated the Reisinger team
• eliminated.
interview, which was to be two back in Fresno. crYing hysterically.
At thefirst table,with a Reisinger from the tournament.
While I Was on the phone. a genhours later.
After landing, I went to the tleman came up next to me. I
Tomorrow: Imaginative defense.

Famous Hand

S Call

rs in -

r corn
1st Co

repair
i-2674

Stump
11h lull
es ee•
night,

imless
eariety
d. in-

VCR
ening99949
Route
1-5.

Neondint**

▪ half
Shop
Cali

ED

15

LOOKING BACK

CONTRACT BRIDGE.PIR
14orne

26, IBM

rental car agency's desk. intending
to pay for the car rental with my
credit card. I had mailed my monthly credit card payment five days

assumed he needed to use the
phone. He tapped me on the shoulder, handed me a $100 bill and disappeared!

was held at 2 pica U.S. District
caught while fishiag.
Coen,Paducah. She is from OsaMill years rya
Murray City Conseil is a move ka. JaPalL
Perry yean age
to induce industry to come to the
Mn. Cleo Gillis Hester. regicity passed an ordinance exempting a local industry from city tax- strar at Murray State College, is
es for the next five years.
among 600 registrars and adminiThe Rev. William N. Mcfilrath, strative officers from colleges
an editor at Southern Baptist Sun- and universities attending the
day School Board. Nashville. 40th annual meeting of American
Tenn., and his wife. Betty, were Association of Collegiate Regiappointed missionaries to strars and Administrative Officers
Indonesia by Southern Baptist at St. Louis, Mo.
Foreign Mission Board at RichMurray Training School Chapmond, Va. McElrath expects to ter of Future Homemakers of
serve at Baptist Published House America had its Mother-Daughter
at Bandung, Java. He is the son Banquet at the MTS lunchroom
of the late I. and Mrs. Hugh with Jean Moubray as toastmiMcElrath of Murray.
stress. An honorary degree was
Kyoka Cooper, wife of Murray presented to Leroy Eldridge, agriCity Fireman Jackie Cooper, culture teachers at MTS.
became a naturalized citizen of
Recent births reported at Murthe United States ot. April 20. ray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
The naturalization ceremony for and Mrs. Lloyd Sills and a boy to
approximately35 foreign born
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Hendon.

ABBY
I want him to know that I was
accepted at Washington State's veterinary school, so not only did this
anonymous benefactor make it possible for me to arrive on time for my
interview, he made it possible for
me to get into veterinary school.
Abby. I have no other way of thanking him except through your col(Mal

AMY MULROONEY

DEAR AMY: Congratulations!
If your anonymous benefactor
contacts this column, I will let
you know.
•••

DAILY COMICS
BLONDIE

Till FAR SIDI

By GARY LARSON

GUT GEEZ, wi-Licr A C..66T

I'M SORIZY, Bur
I STAYED UP
LATE READING
A POSTAL.
DIRECTORY
i...AST New'

DEAR ABBY: My mother and I
talk on the phone a lot because she
lives a long way across town from
me and I like to stay in close touch,
but something is bothering me
Whenever I tell my mother about
my baby, she tells me about someone else's baby who is bigger, has
more hair, more teeth, and can talk
already.
When I think back, my mother
did the same thing to us kids I there
were four of us). Other people's
kids, especially Mrs. So-andLSo's
children, always had a higher
grade-point average, got more
awards and honors, etc.
I finally had enough, so I asked
her what her point was in telling
me about everybody else's kids
when I was trying to tell her about
mine. Well, she got mad and hung
up on me!
I want to stay on good terms
with my mother, but she's always
doing something like that. Do you,
or perhaps a reader, know why a
mother would be so stingy with
compliments to her own children?
HAD IT IN FLORIDA

DEAR HAD IT: Almost everyone has known someone like
your mother. It's a petty little
mean streak — a basic lack of
generosity — at work here. Or
perhaps Mama doesn't want to
risk giving her children reason
to be conceited or overly confident. Don't dwell on it.

CALVIN and HOBBES
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By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
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"So let's go over it again: You're about a mile up,
you see something dying below you, you circle until
it's dead, and down you go. Lenny, you stick close
to your brothers and do what they do."

Ai*
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gT

NUNC •I•10 ,4••••••••• ••••• Snataa

CATHY
ATTENTION ALL EMPLCNEES:
EvERN DOCUMENT IN THE
HONOR OF SECRETARIES' WEEK, COMPUTER SYSTEM HAS BEEN
THE COFFEE, FILTERS AND
RE-FILED UNDER A SECRET
FAKE SWEETENER HAVE BEEN CODE NAME THAT ONLY I KNOW
LOCKED IN A DRAWER TO
WHICH ONLY I HAVE THE KEY.

AND FINALLY,'THE PHONE SYSTEM MS BEEN REPRO6MAIMED
50 ALL OUTGOINEr CALLS WILL
RING YOUR MOTHERS' HOMES...
...WITH ME, Of COURSE, BEING THE OWN ONE WITH A
CLUE HOW TO scorrcri BACK!

FUNN4 HOW QUICKLY THE
MASSES RALLY WHEN 40U
CELEBRATE YOUR owN POWER.

ACROSS

36 Diaper
fastener
(2 wds.)
39 — de plume
40 High regard
41 Floor cover
43 North of NJ
44 — Mans auto

1 Apt.
4 Painting style
(2 wds.)
9 "— Haw"
12 Muhammad
13 Wi-llow

race

14 Possess
15 Printer's
measures
18 Allow use of
17 Went fast
18 Tennis term
(2 wds.)
20 North of
Mass.
21 Symbol for
nickel
23 in addition to
24 Human
beings 28 Unusual
30 Middleman
(hyph. wd.)
32 Sand bar
34 And not
35 Several

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
U3M
WRECKED Ey THE
t30 I

MIGHT
I b RIT THE
i,t.--UPSTAIRS
FtWoNtiletE
STAIRS • AND
eg
ofF
TIA.1

FCRUP
MERE!!

GARFIELD

1

)
OH,ALL RiGHT. CrOOP MORNING'
POOPc)
4000 TOO,POOY

ICTS5

2

45 "— Without a
Cause"
47 Misfortunes
50 De — (old
car)
51 Unrefined
metal
54 Edible tuber
55 Cowboy
movie (il.)
58 Stupid one
57 Ref's
counterpart
58 Bellows
59 An explosive
(abbr.)
DOWN

1 "Norma —"

3

4

12

13

15

18

5

5

7

ki

s0 ciNN

1994 United Feature Syndicate
2 Shady tree
3 Leaning
Tower site
4 Type of tea
5 Pen name

II

111 10
1

IA hi

23

8 26th pres.
9 Jump on one
fool
10 Female sheep

Misbehavin7 Bright color

iui

I.
21

Answer to Previous Punish
TIP UMCIOA
YOU
ABE SUITS ANA
POWD EL) OUT HEIR
TODAY
T[eM
AMEN
LE[!) PEKE
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AOK
HAW
LO STE HL WI
A
NOMA N
SEND EBB SANG
IAN
ARIEL
GAGMAN
I S R AUL
12ISH GHANA
DUI
BAT SISEEK
YEO

11
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24
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32
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34
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PEANUTS

44
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ill
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IIIIIU PAD
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IUI 42 Singer names
IIUiii
35

I35
(I HAVE PHOTOS OF ALL
MY SUPPER DISHES..

31

•

11 Finish
17 Exhibits
19 Prosecutor
(abbr.)
20 Snare
21 Scandinavian
22 Concepts
24 Outer border
25 Laborer
26 Citrus fruit
27 Foe
29 Skillful
31 1411 (51.)
33 Perceives by
touch
37 Golf peg
38 TV's Ciomer

LIA

ill
gi

—
Kamm.
45 List of
46 Stolen goods
47 Debtor's note

48 Lowest
common
multiple
ill
hil
(abbr.)
iilllinil 49 Circuit
La
50 — Paulo
52 Fled
idIIII .
1il,I
53 Newt
55 Alternative
word
Mil MI

•U
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DEAR DR. GOTT: What causes a
hydrocele and what is the prognosis'
DEAR READER: Each testicle is
encased in a thin but tough membrane. Fluid commonly accumulates
beneath this membrane, causing a
._painless, soft mass that does not
affect health, sexuality or fertility.
Such a collection of fluid, called a
hydrocele, can enlarge and become a
nuisance. Therefore, surgical removal
is reserved only for those cases in
-.which the h-ydrocele causes an
uncomfortable feeling of heaviness or
pulling.
Hydroceles are diagnosed by Iran
sillumination: When the beam of a
pencil flashlight is placed directly
against the sac of fluid, a diffuse glow
is visible, iridicating the presence of
fluid and the absence of other tissue
The prognosis is excellent
DEAR DR. GOTT. Please comment
on recurring tonsillitis in older adults
I've had an average of two bouts a
year since my early adult years, first
treated with oral penicillin and thin
with E-Mycin after I developed a peni
cillin allergy. An ENT specialist has
OK'd the use of E-Mycin at the earliest sign, but now that I'm in my 60s.
the attacks occur as frequently as
every one to two months.
DEAR READER: Chronic or recurrent tonsillitis in adults causes sore
throat, fever and malaise that may
periodically disrupt an otherwise
healthy person's life.
In the past two or three decades,
otolaryngologists have become loath
to remove tonsils in children, because
these lymph glands in the throat
appear to play a major role in protecting youngsters from upper respiratory
infections. Also, children's tonsils usually regress in size, starting about age
12.
Although most children stop getting
tonsillitis by their midteens, some
continue to suffer repeated infections
into adulthood and old age In such
instances. tonsillectomy 'using a
method of freezing, is often required
The major criterion for surgery seems
to be three or more serious bouts 01
tonsillitis a year
I have several adult patients who
were not satisfied with taking multiple
courses of antibiotics and wished to
have surgery, which was successfully
completed with excellent results. You
may be such a patient. Ask your doctor to refer you to another ear-noseand-throat specialist who would, I am
sure, be willing to operate when he
hears that you have symptoms as
often as you do.
To give you more information. I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "An Informed Approach to
Surgery." Other readers who would
like a copy should send $.2 plus a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope to
P.O. Box 2433, New York, NY 10163.
Be sure to mention the title.
ism NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
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T.C. Hargrove

Mrs. Geraldine Lovins
•r5, i•fs,•cj-•
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Stock Market Report

The funeral for Mn. Geraldine Lovins was Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. The Rev. Randy Kuykendell and the Rev. Charles Anderson officiated. Billy Buchanan read
congregational singing. Oneida White was organist and vocalist.
Pallbearers war Cardis James. Dick Henninger. Paul Redden, Paul
Robinson, Charles Osborne and Peter Parker. Burial was in New Concord Cemetery.
Mrs. Lovins, 71, New Concord, died Friday at 11:45 a.m. at her
home. Her husband, Oury D. Lovins, died Aug. 2, 1991.
Survivors include one sister. Mrs. Watova A. Robbins and husband,
Frank J., Rossville, Ga.; one brother. Fred P. Armstrong and wife,
Dorothy, Chattanooga, Tenn.; a brother-in-law, Rainey Lov ins and
v.ife, Jayne, New Concord; two nieces; three nephews.

T.C. Hargrove, 66, Rt. 1, Murray, Stella community. died
Saturday at 6:17 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
A retired milk hauler for
Dairymen Inc.. be had served
from 1980 to 1992 on the Catloway County School Board. A veteran of World War II, he was a
member of Farmington Lodge
No. 382 Free and Accepted
Masons and Coldwater United
Methodist Church.
Born Nov. 6, 1927, in Calloway County, he was the son of
the late Avery Hargrove and
Lorene Osbron Hargrove.
Aaron (Shorty) Leek, 88, of Ellis Drive, Murray, died today at
Survivors include his wife,
Hospital.
T.C. HARGROVE
12:15 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Mrs.
Frances Smith Hargrove, to
Mr. Leek was a member of Eastwood Baptist Church, Murray.
he
whom
married
was
May
on
grandchild, Lauren J. Owens.
He was married Dec. 2. 1987, to the former Dorothy MOM who
18, 1946; five sons, Stanley HarThe funeral will be Tuesday at
the
was
he
Morehouse,
at
1905,
10,
Oct.
Born
died Sept. 29, 1993.
grove and wife, Nancy, and Bob
2:30
p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
son of the late Lonnie Leek and Mary Emiline Hodge Leek. Also pre- 'Hargrove and wife, Kathy, MurChurchill
Funeral Home, The
sister.
one
and
Leek,
Lanase
in death were- one son,
ding
ray, Clayton Hargrove and wife,
Rev.
Dan
the Rev. Eugene
Leslie,
Survivors include six nephews including Henry Sledd of Murray;
Vicki, Paducah, Ronnie Hargrove
and
Burkeen,
Garry
Evans will
two grandchildren; two great-grandchildren.
and
wife,
Aurora,
and
Gloria,
officiate.
Music
be
will
by Jimmy
The funeral will be Wednesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of BlalockDon Hargrove and wife, Tonya, and Linda Wilson, singers, with
Burofficiate.
Coleman Funeral Home. The Rev. Randolph Allen will
Ledbetter; one sister, Mrs. 'ma
Mr. Wilson as pianist.
ial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Lee Wilson, and one brother.
Burial will follow in Murray
Tuesday.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 6 to 8 p.m.
Alton Hargrove, Phoenix, Ariz.;
Memorial Gardens. Farmington
eight grandchildren, Kristi, Hope, Lodge will conduct Masonic rites
Alicia, Becky, Jessi, TJ., Matthat the gravesitc.
ew and Michael Hargrove; four
Friends may call at the funeral
stepgrandchildren, Joey and
home
from 5 to 9 p.m. today
Mrs. Delores Catherine Hankins, 46,.1521 Brannor Dr., Kokomo, Becky Mchr, Brian Shell and (Monday).
death
Her
Paducah.
Hospital,
Lourdes
at
a.m.
Ind., died today at 12:40
Gina Owens; one stepgreatwas from injuries sustained in a roller blading accident that occurred
Sunday afternoon near the Grain Terminal on Kentucky Lake. The
family was visiting her father, Charles Hammond of Rt. 3, Murray.
An employee of Delco Electronics, she was member of St. Joan of
Are You Earning
Arch Catholic Church, Kokomo. Born Feb. 27, 1948, in Kokomo, she
COOL, Calif. (AP) - A
was the daughter of Charles Hammond and .Mavis Moody Hammond
Wend Rate
mountain lion apparently attacked
who died in December 1993. One sister, Pam Adams, also preceded
% Guaraatettl
and killed a woman who was jogher in death.
For One Year.'
ging on a rugged foothills trail.
Survivors include her husband, Dirk Hankins, to whom she was
No
Fees!
Annual
The body of Barbara Schoener,
married on Sept. 2, 1988; one daughter, Deborah Sue Myers, RussiaGuaranteed Return of Principal!
ville, Ind.; one son, David Robert Day, Indianapolis, Ind.; her father, 40, was found Sunday morning in
Multiple Income Features!
KokoFipps,
subdiviPat
Lake
Mrs.
sister,
Auburn
the
Trails
one
Murray;
3,
Rt.
Hammond,
Charles
sion near Cool, about 40 miles
Cot/ Now For Mort Information
mo, Ind.
northeast of Sacramento.
On Tar-deferred A misuses
The funeral will be Wednesday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of Eller's
The body had claw marks and
Funeral Home, Kokomo. Fr. Mike McKinney will officiate. Burial
deputies found animal hairs that
will follow in Albright Cemetery, Kokomo.
M. WAYNE
will be analyzed, said Lt. James
Friends may call at the funeral home from 3 to 8 p.m. Tuesday.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray had charge of local arrangements. Roloff. There were signs that her
BENNETT
body had been dragged down a
Expressions of'sympathy may take the form of contributions to ALS
Bennett Ins.
hillside, he said.
Fund or Cancer Fund.
Services, Inc.
Kevin Hansen of the Mountain
502-759-1880
Lion Foundation said mountain
lions have attacked 64 humans in
Gekkon Lae Lnouranee Company 5i.d A.•
(Superawl by AM Boot. This nouns Ind...nes
the United States and Canada in
son
infant
the
Thomas;
Abbington
Seth
for
services
family
Private
flelsocio/ inroastki sad staialsty.
the past 104 years. About a dozen
of Big and Stephanie Givens Thomas of Mayfield will be held at a
'nue annuity includes•355 first•yeer bond.
of the attacks were fatal.
Rola as el' 4/11,94. subpart le change
later date.
Pere alti.P.N• 10
asIA-10851
The infant child died Saturday at PineLake Medical Center,
Mayfield.
Survivors include his parents; one sister, Sarah Elizabeth Thomas,
‘:
and one brother, Jacob Daniel Thomas, Mayfield; grandparents, Carorodwal.51elo Marital Nan &wok* April 35, 1994
TexWorth,
lyn Thomas, Salt Lake City, Utah, Richard Thomas, Fort
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'There's a new idea in funeral planning
I thought you'd like tp know about."

Mrs. Delores Catherine Hankins

Jogger killed
by mountain lion

CD OWNERS!

Seth Abbington Thomas

[

Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home, Inc.
Professional. Personal Dedicated Service - Modem Facilities
753-6800
713 South Fourth St.
Family Considenneeno plans are underwritten by United P.m

1.04

Insurance Company

HOG MARKET,

Soon
LS 1.3 2211.354 lb..
LS 1.3 3011.4110lbs.
LI 1-3 415.523 lb..
LI 1-3 525 sad t•
LS 1.3 300.510 Mos.
Bear. 515-54-36.00

Read the classifieds

s

Keith York, James Coleman and Kelvin York
More and more people are taking advantage of the opportunity to pre-plan their funeral arrangements, with the Family
Considerations program.
You can choose the arrangements you want. This way your
family won't face a difficult decision later. You can also pre-pay
your arrangements so your family won't inherit a financial
burden.
Call or come by today. The Family Considerations program is
a great idea.

531110-32.190
532.1011.33.00
533.14.34.14
540 05411141
534.04.31.102

6 DAYS ONLY! STARTS MONDAY, APRIL 25!

GRAB ON TO THIS NEW
ADVANCED CD AND WATCH
THE RATES GO UP

For 6 days only save like never before,
on every piece of furniture in our store!
5 Pc. Cottage
Solid Oak Bedroom Suite
WAS

,,417\

Advancing Rate CD
Annual Percentage Yield
(APY) 4.74%
7.00%
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When you invest in
4.00%
United Commonwealth's
3.50%
Advancing Rate CD,there's
only one thing your interest
rate can do. Go up.
You see we start with a
First
Second.
beginning rate of 3.50% and 6-Nlontl1-s 6-Months
every 6 months the rate goes up during the
24 month term until it reaches 7.00%. And
that's not all. You can withdraw any or all of
your investment at any 6 month interval.

And it takes only $500
to get it started.
Why keep your
money locked up
at a low rate of
return? Stop by United
Third
Fourth
6-Nlanths 6.51ontlis Commonwealth Bank
today and open an Advancing Rate CD. See
how advanced banking can be at Murray
most progressive financial institution.
4.25%

UNITED

U COMMONWEALTH BANK
A Federal Savings Bank

United Commonwealth Bank. Together it's possible.
1300 Johnson Boulevard. Murra‘. la 42071 • 50.2.759-9443
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MORE FANTASTIC SAVINGS THROUGHOUT THE STORE!
'
Solid Oak 41/2
Desk
Roll Top
\

WAS 5630
Choose )•our st le of chair

